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In this thesis, a comprehensive investigation of the state-of-the-art guidelines for the 
conducted schemes in the near vicinity of the human body has been provided. The primary 
objectives of this work have been mainly focused on the electromagnetic (EM) wave exposure 
at both the microwave and millimetre-wave (mm-wave) frequency bands, along with their 
thorough analyses for a number of wireless technologies, such as the smart meters (SMs) and 
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas. This work has undertaken a detailed 
theoretical and numerical modelling, as well as experimental measurements to propose the 
frameworks for the exposure conditions regarding the advanced wireless systems and 
applications. The employed numerical methods have been validated using the finite integration 
technique (FIT)-based simulations. The specific absorption rate (SAR) distributions have been 
determined using the anatomically realistic human models at various frequency bands. In this 
regard, each human model is assigned with the age- and frequency-dependent (AFD) dielectric 
properties, based on the novel expressions. This has then resulted in the representation of 
dispersive and age-dependent dielectric properties, in order to potentially improve the accuracy 
of the current assessment methods. Moreover, a number of generalised exposure conditions 
involving the standing and sleeping postures have been assessed for the home area network 
operating at the microwave band. The obtained results on the study on the SMs have been 
partly used by the Public Health England to provide the practical guidelines for the 
improvement of the services provided for the public. Furthermore, an assessment of the MIMO 
mobile handset has been performed in two exposure conditions, involving calling and body 
worn postures. Some aspects of this MIMO study has shown higher absorption levels in 
comparison with the basic restriction limits. A new SAR estimation approach has also been 
adopted to address the compliance assessment issues at the mm-wave bands. Finally, this work 
has identified a number of key factors that cause the high absorption levels in the human body 
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The last few decades has seen an unprecedented growth in the use of wireless 
communication devices. The compact designs of modern devices (smart wireless devices) have 
been driven by the advances in wireless technology at several fronts [1–4]. The wide 
availability of such electronic devices raises concern toward the human health.  
Human exposure to EM radiation is of concern to individuals, and to professional 
operating EM emitting devices worldwide. Various organisations and countries have 
developed radiofrequency (RF) energy exposure limits to prevent overexposure to the EM 
fields (EMFs), present in our environment. 
These standards favour safe levels of exposure, for both the public, and for occupational 
workers. International organisations namely Institution of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering (IEEE)/International Electro-Technical Commission (IEC) 62704-1 [5], Federal 
Communications Commission Office (FCC) [6], and the International Commission on Non-
Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) [7, 8], formally recognised by World Health 
Organisation (WHO), recommends limits for human exposure to non-ionising radiations. The 
ICNIRP exposure guidelines diagnose the same threshold levels, while FCC and IEEE 




exposure guidelines threshold levels are stricter at which harmful biological effects may occur 
(details given in Section 2.2). 
The understanding of the interactions of EMFs with human body is a complicated topic 
due to the inhomogeneous nature of biological tissues, and the operating environment which 
has a direct influence on the way in which EM waves behave. Across the mobile frequency 
bands, the human body behaves as a lossy dielectric material and the EM waves penetrate 
through the human tissues [9]. The induced energy within the human tissues increases as a 
function of time, when exposed by EM energy. If this energy is sufficiently high, then 
temperature of the tissue will increase linearly as shown in Figure 1-1. This rise in temperature 
can be determine by power deposition on human body [10]. At some particular frequencies 
human body absorb more energy due to the resonances [11, 12]. 
 
Figure 1-1. Comparison on temperature changes cause by traditional GSM 900 and 1800 
MHz mobile handset with different models (source: [10]). 
Thermal effects such as; dielectric heating are the prominent effect of EM waves. As a 
measure of the rate at which energy is absorbed by the human body, SAR define as a metric to 
estimate the exposure of human body to RF EMFs below 6 GHz for FCC and 10 GHz for 
ICNIRP [7, 8]. Beyond these frequencies, SAR may no longer be valid, hence power density 
(PD) has been adopted as the merit to limit the over exposure at higher frequencies [6–8]. 
There are few open research challenges relating to the numerical and practical scientific 
methods for the estimation of the EM exposure levels. The major limitations in EM exposure 
assessments require a number of important issues on the successful conduct of the exposure 
evaluations. These limitations primarily include: age-dependent dielectric tissue properties, 




computational power to numerically consider the exposure configurations, e.g., smart homes 
and offices, numerical human body models with high resolution to bring confidence in 
assessments, and experimental facilities to consider heterogeneous phantoms for the exposure 
evaluations.  
 In this thesis, numerical dosimetry techniques used in order to study the interaction of 
EMFs produced from modern wireless devices with human body of different age groups. The 
outcome of these assessments will provide the guidelines to minimise the EM exposure. The 
conclusions drawn from this study will further demonstrate the possible aspects of EM 
exposure with human body in both near- and far-fields. It also provides the knowledge to 
improve accuracy in SAR assessment using AFD dielectric properties. A brief study is also 
conducted to analyse the compliance issues beyond 6 GHz. More specifically, the studies 
presented in this thesis will elucidate:  (i) the EM exposure from traditional communication 
systems (SMs) on sample of population by considering AFD dielectric properties; (ii) the EM 
exposure from next-generation communication systems, i.e., MIMO mobile handset antenna, 
on voxel-based human head model; (iii) compliance assessment issues at higher frequencies 
(above 6 GHz). 
1.2 Research Focus 
Wireless communication is not only restricted to the telecommunication sector, but 
rather is applied in a number of other areas such as smart homes, smart offices, smart cities, 
healthcare and also for IoT applications. At present, machine-to-machine communication is 
become major research area such as SMs interact with electronic devices, handheld mobile 
phones connected with base station, and provides modern way of communication.  
The widespread impact of these new technologies has raised concerns about safety of 
human exposure to EM waves emitted by wireless access point (AP) at homes/offices, 
telecommunication devices (smart mobile handsets, MIMO Wi-Fi devices), SMs at homes etc. 
In this study, EM exposure from wireless devices investigation divided into two sections. 
Section 1.21: EM exposure from traditional communication systems. Section 1.2.2: EM 
exposure from next generation communication systems. 




1.2.1 Electromagnetic Exposure from Traditional 
Communication System 
Due to the recent advancement in mobile communication systems, smart wireless 
communication devices have become widely available in all fields of our daily life, including 
homes, offices, healthcare, railway stations, airports and many more places. The primary 
purpose of smart homes in particular are to improve home automation and facilitate energy 
management. The introduction of wireless communication systems at homes has prompted the 
improvements in home automation to monitor energy usage at any time. 
Smart grid technology used for communication. The important aspects of smart grid 
used is to control the production and distribution of electricity. SMs act as an interface between 
smart grid and home appliances and are typically connected through wireless communication 
systems. This technology allows remote readings of gas and electricity meters, and is expected 
to be used the majority of households in the near future [13–17].  
The home area network (HAN) technology is used to monitor the utility meters, which 
involves networking of several devices in the household premises. A wide area network 
(WAN) system is also utilised to transmit and receive data wirelessly between the meter and a 
central server. The widespread use of wireless devices in the near vicinity has drawn great 
amount of attention due to the EM absorption within the humans of all age groups. The 
excessive interaction between SMs architecture units with the human body raises health 
concerns. 
Since the introduction of mobile communication growth and success, concern over the 
potential health hazards resulting from exposure to RF EMFs has captured public and media 
interests. In response, governments and industries worldwide have commenced and steered 
numerous research programs to address the public health concerns. 
1.2.2 Electromagnetic Exposure from Emerging 
Communication System 
Smartphones have become extremely complex due to integration of high quality 
cameras, music, and video play back, touch screen, email, texting and many more. Since 1985, 
wireless communication systems have rapidly emerged from the analogue systems (1G: first-
generation systems), to digital systems (2G: second-generation systems), and later to third-




generation systems (3G), which can realise multimedia transmission. In order to further 
increase the data transmission rate and reduce interference, MIMO technology has become a 
vital feature in fourth-generation (4G) wireless communication systems. In future, 5G expected 
to use MIMO technology that promise higher bandwidth and data transmission rates. [18].     
MIMO technique improves communications performance between the transmitter and 
receiver by either resist or capitalise on multipath scattering in the communication channels. 
MIMO systems have drawn much attention, due to effectiveness in linearly increasing the 
channel capacity with multiple antennas, without requiring more frequency spectrum or power 
[19]. However, MIMO systems technology world widely used in wireless communication 
devices. The excessive and continues exposure from such devices in near vicinity of humans 
raise health concern. This research conducted to investigate the possible harmful effects from 
wireless devices mainly SM devices and MIMO antennas for mobile handsets, and to 
investigate 5G compliance issues. The resultant exposure values compared with international 
exposure guidelines as basic restriction levels. 
1.3 Motivation 
Evaluation of EM waves interactions with the human body is a complex topic due to 
the variation in body parameters such as heterogeneous nature of biological tissues, height, 
weight, ages etc. The associated challenges vary from numerical modelling to experimental 
difficulties and are typically dependent on number of sources involved in assessment. 
Due to the recent advancement of technology such as SMs, MIMO technology based 
mobile handsets and there continues exposure to humans of all age group has raised concern 
among public about possible health concern. These wireless devices operates on different 
frequencies such as 2G GSM networks, WLAN, 3G, 4G long term evolution (LTE) and long 
term evolution advanced (LTE-A) networks and 5G networks. SMs uses GSM and WLAN 
frequencies and the operating procedure is slightly different as compared to the standard 
wireless devices such as mobile handset or AP. 
SM devices continuously connected with in-home display (IHD) device within the 
house which enhance the possibility of EM exposure towards humans of all age groups and 
also impose a challenge in assessment configuration. There could be number of configurations 
consider where humans are exposed with network of SM devices in both near- and far-fields 




either from one or multiple sources over the long periods of time. This impose a challenge and 
also increase complexity in numerical dosimetry where accurate age-dependent dielectric data 
and fine resolution voxel models are required to successfully estimate the level of absorption 
within the human body. Therefore, a study is conducted to analyse human exposure from SM 
devices in all possible exposure configurations by considering age dependencies. 
Similarly mobile handsets are generally operate very close to human body within 5 mm 
of distance. The use of MIMO technology in mobile handsets and their different sizes impose 
challenge toward the EM exposure assessments. MIMO technique is currently used in 3G and 
4G systems and expected to be used in 5G systems. Due to various operating modes of this 
technology, the absorption levels are expected to be different for individuals including 
children’s and adults. In addition, the position of mobile handset on human head and body 
plays a vital role in identifying the highest and lowest levels of absorption. Therefore, mobile 
handset exposure assessment on voxel model is performed in all operating modes and in 
possible exposure configurations. A method is identified to lower the absorption levels under 
the different exposure configurations. 
At higher frequencies, beyond 6 GHz for FCC and 10 GHz for ICNIRP, SAR is not 
valid to limit the EM exposure. Due to the shallow penetration depth in biological materials 
SAR levels are significantly higher in comparison with those at microwave frequencies with 
same incident PD. Several international guidelines have emphasis to use PD as merit to limit 
the over exposure at before mentioned frequencies. But there are still some question that need 
to be address.  
According to [20], PD is not useful as SAR or temperature for assessing safety in mmW 
devices, especially in near field. Assessment based on PD are not dependent on the knowledge 
of the distribution of fields or power absorption in the biological material but only rely on the 
density of power travelling towards the biological material. Therefore, an attempt is made to 
use SAR in order to identify the penetration depth within the body at higher frequencies in both 
heterogeneous and homogenous biological materials.  
1.4 Organisation of the thesis 
The thesis is organised in six chapters as follows: 




Chapter 2: This chapter provides a brief knowledge on the EM spectrum and the behaviour of 
biological tissues over the communication band part of the spectrum. Four different type of 
SAR averaging methods can be used in numerical techniques are addressed. In order to reduce 
SAR measurements time different measurement techniques that are used to calculate SAR are 
discussed.  Details about the safety international standards from different organisations to limit 
the excessive exposure are discussed in detail. 
Chapter 3: In this chapter, details about the three different heterogeneous voxel models are 
presented which are used for SAR assessment in chapter 4 and 5. A novel technique used to 
calculate the AFD dielectric properties, which used in child model is also addressed. The 
validity of FIT method is performed by comparing the calculations over a homogenous muscle 
equivalent sphere with analytical Mie-series solution for homogenous sphere. 
Chapter 4: SAR performance of SM antennas is assessed in detail. In total 24 different 
exposure scenarios study in this work. The results are critically analysed and discuss in detail. 
The SAR assessment is performed on three different models by using AFD tissue types.  The 
E-field and PD is calculated for each case when models assumed standing or sleeping under 
grounded or in isolated condition and results are compared with recent studies and 
measurements as a validation. 
Chapter 5: SAR performance of 2 element MIMO antennas is assessed under various modes 
by considering the commercially available handset dimensions. The standalone mode, 
simultaneous mode or real MIMO mode and beam forming mode of MIMO antenna for mobile 
handset is examined under extreme conditions by setting the maximum transmission power in 
compliance with FCC, IEEE and ICNIRP. The resultant SAR levels are validated by validating 
the numerical technique used in this chapter.  
Chapter 6: In this chapter, SAR assessment is performed on head and eyes equivalent cube 
models to investigate the invalidity of SAR at mmW and also how SAR can be effectively use 
to identify the penetration depth. Number of exposure scenarios considered including single 
layer, multilayer models exposure from plane wave source. Conclusions are drawn through 
critical analysis. Safety international standards to limit the excessive exposure at mmW are 
also discuss in detail.   
Chapter 7: This chapter concludes the research have been done in this thesis. Suggestions for 
future work are also given in this chapter. 
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Accurate assessment of the interaction of EMFs with the human body is of a 
fundamental importance for establishing clearer understanding and for establishing valid EM 
exposure limits. RF EMF’s exposure estimation can be classified into two categories: 1) 
incident field assessment, i.e., quantification of the incident EMF, or the field characteristics at 
the exposed location of bodies; and 2) dosimetry, i.e., amount of the EMF induced in biological 
tissues, or bodies. In most cases of compliance assessment verification, the actual exposure 
levels are marginally or significantly below a basic restriction levels. These exposure levels are 
vital to accurate determination of individual exposure levels.  
 Numerical dosimetry has been widely used on anatomical computer models 
representing the human body to overcome the experimental limitation [1, 2].  In numerical 
dosimetry studies, one of the major factor that influences the assessment of human body 
exposure from EMFs is the use of accurate dielectric properties to represent the organs within 
the body. The human body is composed of number of different tissue types and each tissue 
type interact differently with the EMFs based on the differences in dielectric properties. 
 There are many factors affecting the dielectric properties of tissue such as frequency, 
temperature [3], water content, age and local tissue variability. The variations in dielectric 




properties of biological materials can be categories in three major dispersion regions (, , and 
). Each region describes the behaviour of biological tissue on molecular level under the 
influence of electric field (E-field).  
Various numerical assessment techniques are available and widely adopted for accurate 
EMF’s exposure estimation. In support there are number different averaging methods are 
available that are used for compliance assessment verifications. However, due to the 
complexity of the exposure scenarios such as exposure from MIMO devices, empirical 
techniques can be applied in relation with measurements to estimate SAR in experimental 
dosimetry.  
2.2 Public Electromagnetic Exposure Limit Guidelines 
There are number of international bodies that provides global protection guidelines for 
exposure to EM and RF fields such as ICNIRP, FCC, NCRP and IEEE [4–6]. These 
organisations set basic restriction limits for both general public and occupational users. There 
basic restriction limits vary among each other due to difference in their averaging size of 
volume. 
In the UK, ICNIRP guidelines have been adopted. These guidelines set limits for human 
exposure based on SAR and E-field strength in the body. The human body absorbs energy from 
EMFs at frequencies between 100 kHz to 100 GHz [4–6]. The main limits are set in terms of 
basic restrictions on the basis of established biological and health effects, and through 
experimental or computational dosimetry techniques. The basic restriction limits for 
frequencies 100 kHz to 100 GHz is define in two different assessment benchmarks i.e SAR 
and PD. These basic restriction limits for lower and higher frequencies are given in Table 2-
1and  
 
Table 2-2, respectively. 
Table 2-1. Basic restriction levels for general public at lower frequency. 














ICNIRP 10 MHz – 10 GHz 0.08 2 (10 g) 4 (10 g) 6 




IEEE 10 MHz – 3 GHz 0.08 2 (10 g) 4 (10 g) N/A 



























30-100 100 25.24/f0.476 
FCC 6-100 1 N/A 30 
 
For lower frequencies, ICNIRP points out that “established biological and health 
effects are equivalent to more than 1̊ C rise in body temperature. This level of temperature 
increase results from exposure of individuals under environmental conditions to whole-body 
(WB) SAR of approximately 4 Wkg-1 for about 30 minutes. Therefore, a WB averaged SAR of 
0.4 Wkg-1 averaged over 6 minutes has been chosen as the basic limit that provides satisfactory 
protection for occupational exposure. Moreover, an additional safety factor of 5 is introduced 
for exposure of the public, where the WB averaged SAR limits is 0.08 Wkg-1” [7]. 
ICNIRP recommends limits on local SAR (or peak/maximum SAR) as values that shall 
not be exceeded as average over any 10 g mass of contiguous tissue. While it is evident that 
smaller volumes allow more precise determination of SAR distribution, at the expenses of 
increasing difficulty and cost of dosimetry, the choice of 10 g mass represents a reasonable 
compromise based on biological considerations [8].  
On the other hand, IEEE established the localised exposure basic limits to protect 
against excessive temperature rise in any part of the body that might result from, localised or 
non-uniform exposure. When SAR averaged over a 10 g volume of tissue in the extremities, 
and the pinnae, only SAR values for that tissue may be considered. If any cubic volume 
contains tissue from both the body and the extremities or pinna, each must be considered 
separately. Specifically, when determining the average SAR in a 10 g cube of tissue in the 
body, any lack of tissue contained in the cube from the extremities or pinna should be treated 
as air, i.e., mass = 0 and SAR =0 [4]. 




In addition to above, according to CST MWS, IEEE/IEC 62704-1 is an averaging 
method according to the current dual logo standard draft IEEE/IEC 62704-1 “draft 
recommended practice for determining the peak spatial-average SAR in the human body from 
wireless communications devices, 30 MHz - 6 GHz: General Requirements for using the 
FIT/finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method for SAR calculations” (Formerly known as 
IEEE P1528.1). Compared to the IEEE C95.3 method it uses an additional criterion that limits 
the air volume in valid averaging cubes to 10 % [9].  
IEC recommended practice ensures good tissue contiguity, as well as the separation of 
the tissues from body and extremity regions in the cases when cubic volumes contain tissue 
from both regions. The proposed manner of voxel selection, their status labelling and the 
building of cubes provide good accuracy of the 10 g mass target for any cubic volumes, as well 
as good peak SAR assessment. Moreover, a conservative assessment of peak SAR at interfaces 
is achieved. Therefore, the averaging method proposed by IEC 62704-1 standard is suitable for 
SAR assessment according to ICNIRP requirements. 
For higher frequencies, ICNIRP use PD as merit to limit the EM exposure beyond 10 
GHz. The possible reason of using PD as basic restriction limit could be due to shallow 
penetration of EM waves inside the human body. The penetration depth at 10 GHz within the 
human skin is between 4–6 mm according to [10] as shown in Figure 2-1. The penetration 
depth of EM waves decrease with the increase in frequency or in other words it is inversely 
proportional to the frequency.   
Skin is the largest tissue among the other human tissues and organ. The average weight 
of human skin is about 10,886 grams which varies according to the size and weight of the 
human beings. Skin is composed of three layers: epidermis, dermis and subcutaneous tissues 
and its thicknesses varies among the public from gender to gender. Generally, epidermis and 
dermis thickness varies from 0.05 mm on eyelids to 1.5 mm on the soles of the feet and palms 
of the hand and, 0.6 mm on the eyelids to 3 mm on the back, palm and soles, respectively. It is 
well understood that tissues with high concentration of water absorb more energy. Therefore; 
eyes and skin are major concern beyond 10 GHz. 





Figure 2-1. The penetration depth in the human skin with the increase of exposure 
frequencies [10]. 
2.3 Dielectric Properties of Biological Tissues 
The study of dielectric properties of human tissues is topic of interest from more than 
five decades. The assessment of dielectric properties of biological tissues belongs to basic as 
well as applied science. An intense literature review on the dielectric properties of biological 
tissues has been done in reference [11]. The author reviewed the Schwan 1957, Schwan and 
Foster 1980, Pethig 1984, Pethig and Kell 1987, Foster and Schwan 1989 and Stuchly 1980, 
the theoretical aspects and the main findings in this subject in detail.  
The dielectric properties play a vital role in dosimetry studies in accessing the EMFs 
exposure on human bodies. It also determines the interaction between the human body and 
EMFs. Accurate knowledge of dielectric properties of human tissues is required, in order to 
calculate the energy deposition when they are exposed to EMFs [12]. 
The dielectric properties of tissues are frequency-dependent. The electric behaviour of 
tissues over a wide frequency range are usually described by two properties relative 
permittivity () and conductivity (). These two parameters represent the charge and current 
densities respectively induced in response to an applied E-field of unit amplitude [13]. The 
physical condition of these parameters can be affected by change in temperature, frequency 




and other factors. The dielectric properties of materials are typically obtained from measured 
complex relative permittivity, (*) as shown in equation 2.1. 
* =  - j (Equation 2.1) 
Where  is the relative permittivity of the material, a measure of the charge 
displacement and energy stored in the material, and  is the imaginary part of permittivity 
which is commonly known as loss-factor, a measure of the electrical energy dissipated [13]. In 
a perfect dielectric material, losses are due to displacement currents and, loss factor () is 
related to and can be expressed as displacement electric conductivity (d), whereas in 
biological material the conductivity is given by equation 2.2. 
 = d + i (Equation 2.2) 
Where i is the ionic conductivity of material. The total conductivity of a biological 
material is a combination of ionic and displacement currents induced by the applied E-fields 
as shown in equation 2.2 [13]. The conductivity () of material is also related to the loss factor, 
absolute permittivity (o = 8.85 x 10-12 F/m) and the angular frequency ( = 2f) as shown in 
equation 2.3. 
 = /o (Equation 2.3) 
The variation in dielectric properties under the wide temperature range (20–40o C) is 
well studied in [13]. It has been reported that permittivity and conductivities values of several 
tissues for most frequencies increases about +1.5% and +2% per Celsius respectively up to 50 
MHz. The negative change in dielectric behaviour was also observed between 400 MHz to 1 
GHz. 
2.3.1 Dielectric Spectrum Response of Biological Tissues 
The dielectric properties of biological tissues can be determined when EM radiations 
interact with biological tissues. They exhibit systematic changes due to the physiological state 
of the tissue; for instance, the intactness of the cellular membrane and the water content of the 
tissue.  




It has been reported from many years that children have high level of water content in 
biological tissues as compared to adults [15]. The water level inside the biological tissues varies 
with tissue types and variation in dielectric properties may be attributed to the water content 
[13]. The dielectric spectra of tissues consist of three main dispersions regions predicted by 
known interaction mechanisms as shown in Figure 2-2. 
 
Figure 2-2. Dielectric spectrum of ovine liver, where three different dispersion represents the 
electric behaviour of biological tissues when interact with EM radiations [12]. 
 
2.3.2 Dielectric Dispersion Regions 
The dispersion regions are also called relaxation regions [16, 17] that are defined on 
the bases of the electrical behaviour of biological tissues when interact with EM radiations. 
The dielectric spectrum of biological tissues is determined by a number of dispersion 
phenomena which are described in the following sections. The three main dispersion regions 
are given below: 
1) α –dispersion region 
The frequency below few kHz is defined as Alpha (α) dispersion region as shown in 
Figure 2-2. This region is characterised by very large permittivity values of biological tissues. 
The high permittivity values of the biological tissues are produced due to the ionic diffusion 
process at the cellular membrane [11, 12, 18]. 




2) β – dispersion region 
The intermediate frequency or radio frequency region is defined as Beta (β) dispersion 
region as shown in Figure 2-2. In this region, the polarisation of cellular membranes occurs. 
This polarisation of membrane at cellular level acts as a barrier, to the flow of ions between 
intra and extra cellular media. The polarisation of proteins and other organic macromolecules 
can be described in this region [10, 11, 17]. 
3) γ – dispersion region 
The gigahertz or microwave frequency region is defined as Gama (γ) dispersion region 
as shown in Figure 2-2. This region occurs due to the polarisation of water molecules inside 
the tissues [10, 11, 17]. 
2.4 Review of Numerical Assessment Techniques 
The use of wireless communication devices has augmented worldwide brings about a 
public concern as to whether continuous utilisation of such devices is safe or not. Various 
numerical analysis techniques are available such as finite-difference method (FDM), finite-
element method (FEM), the method of moments (MoM), transmission-line-matrix (TLM), FIT 
and FDTD. The detail information about all these methods and comparison between them is 
presented in this reference [19].  
The TLM and FDTD methods have become the most important time domain simulation 
techniques which are used in wide range of EM assessments. The TLM method is a discrete 
model, in space and time, of the EM phenomena. The TLM method has been introduced in the 
year 1971 as a two dimensional method [20], and extended to three dimensional method in 
1987 with the development of symmetrical condensed node [21]. In TLM method, EMFs are 
modelled by wave pulses propagation in a mesh of transmission line, and afterwards scattered 
in the mesh nodes. The TLM method is based on the network theory, and each cell is divided 
into 12 incident voltage pulses, and that are related by a scattering matrix to 12 reflected voltage 
pulses. More information about TLM method can be found in the reference [22–24]. 
However, FDTD method uses field theory [25–27]. It relies on the discretisation of 
Maxwell equations in time domain analysis. The FIT technique is a discretisation method, 
which convert Maxwell’s equations onto a dual grid cell complex, which results in a set of 
discrete matrix equations. The FDTD and FIT methods are almost equivalent [27]. The 




FDTD/FIT schemes uses perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing conditions, and conformal 
path techniques (similar to conformal finite integration technique (CFIT)) undoubtedly are 
powerful tools for EM exposure assessments [27].  
The FDTD method have been selected with adequate meshing techniques for fast and 
accurate SAR analysis from many years [9, 25]. CST microwave studio (MWS) has adopted 
FIT proposed by Weiland in 1976 [25]. The evaluation of SAR with different materials is 
performed by FIT method in CST MWS [9]. The FIT methods allows to use computationally 
adequate and easy to generate structured Cartesian, i.e, orthogonal, grid complexes. Moreover, 
this method is more suitable for volumetric dielectric bodies’ analysis. 
2.5 Numerical Dosimetry 
The PD of any source of EM radiation is not only related to power level at the source, 
but rises rapidly as the distance reduce from the source. Some studies suggest that potential 
health hazards could be linked to excessive exposure to high PD’s of non-ionizing radiation. A 
number of biological effects and established adverse health effects from severe exposure to RF 
fields have been investigated [30–32]. These effects are related to localise heating of any body 
organ or stimulation of excitable tissues.  
The specific biological responses to RF fields are generally related to the rate of specific 
energy absorbed by body or usually refer as SAR, the strength of internal E-fields (voltage 
gradients) and currents. The rate and distribution of RF energy absorption in the human body 
depends on many factors such as operating frequency, boundary conditions, dielectric 
properties of human tissues, size and age of the human body and, strength and orientations of 
the incident field. However, SAR measurements are required to assess the compliance of 
mobile phones or smart devices with existing standards and recommendations. 
2.5.1 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) Theory 
Absorption of RF energy is commonly described in terms of SAR, which is a measure 
of the rate of energy deposition per unit mass of body tissue of a person using a EMFs, and is 
usually expressed in units of watts per kilogram (Wkg-1). The SAR can be calculated using 
equation 2.4. 








 (Wkg-1) (Equation 2.4) 
Where m is the mass density. 
However, the rate of change of energy   
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 (Wkg-1) (Equation 2.6) 
Where  
 is the conductivity of the tissue (S/m). 
m is the mass density of the tissue (kg/m3). 
E is the induced E-field in the biological tissue (V/m).  
The whole body averaged SAR, is defined as the time rate of change of the total energy 
transferred to the dielectric body, divided by total mass of the body. In the IEEE standard C95.1 
[4], the SAR is defined as the time derivation of the incremental energy (dW) dissipated in an 













)  (Wkg-1) (Equation 2.7) 
The SAR is also related to heat capacity, in terms of the rate of change of temperature 




 (Wkg-1) (Equation 2.8) 
Where 
T is the specific heat capacity (C). 
t is the change in temperature (s). 




C is change in time (J/kg C). 
This equation is based on the consideration that any heat transfer mechanisms are negligible. 
2.5.2 SAR Averaging Methods 
As a matter of fact, quite large number of averaging algorithms are available for 
numerical estimation of SAR [33–41] and in this section, a brief overview on the most 
commonly used averaging algorithms are presented and discussed. One of the frequently 
adopted approaches [34, 36], for instance, computes the SAR on averaged reference mass 
(SARrm) on a certain point by considering the fact that contribution comes from the cells, 
which belongs to a cube centred in that point and this algorithm is called fixed cube algorithm 
(FCA) [42]. 
In this strategy, the size of the cube is calculated in a pre-processing phase. This is 
based on used spatial discretisation step, the average value of the biological tissues density, 
and the desired rm. Once the size of the reference cube has been estimated, the centre of the 
cube is moved up, and down in the discretised target. Therefore, in this process those cells are 
selected whose contribution is used for the SARrm calculation. A schematic and simplified two 
dimensional representation of the FCA is presented in Figure 2-3. This method comes with 
some advantages and disadvantages. It can be observed that, the non-modifiability of the 
volume shape significantly simplifies the algorithm implementation. 
 
Figure 2-3. Two dimensional representation of fixed cube algorithm, reference cube needs to 
evaluate and then centre of the fixed cube is moved up, and down in the discretised target and 
then calculate the SAR [35]. 
However, on the other hand many drawbacks arise. First of all, it is worth mentioning 
that it is practically impossible to identify a cube volume that selects exactly the same number 




of cells require to obtain a mass equivalent to rm. The detailed working of this method can be 
found in reference [42]. Moreover, when the FCA is used to select the SAR evaluation in a cell 
which is close to the external surface, cells of air are also selected, thus changed the averaging 
mass. In order to avoid the overestimation of the SAR in cases, where a selected cube volume 
doesn’t contain dielectric tissues, a maximum tolerable percentage of air is implemented; if the 
percentage of air is greater than the fixed limit then SAR remains undetermined. This approach 
limits the algorithm to evaluate average SAR with some approximation. This approach does 
not allow the estimation of the SAR in the most external points of the exposed target where, 
though, high SAR values or even the peak/maximum SAR itself, are located.  
In reference [37] a very first improvement in FCA is obtained by using the specific 
cubical volume, which dynamically adjusts its size, in order to consider the desired value of 
rm. This approach names as fixed adjustable cube (FAC), and it is presented in Figure 4. More 
specifically this algorithm constructs a sequence of cubes in order to evaluation each point and 
the dimension of cube continuously expanding until a mass superior to rm is reached. The 
percentage of air is estimated at each evaluation step and if it is greater than a prefixed limit 
then the SAR in that particular point remains undetermined. Similarly, the last cube of the 
sequence with mass less than rm is used as the central point for the SAR evaluation, and only 
a correct evaluated portion of the adjacent cells (peripheral cells of the cube) is added, in order 
to accurately reach rm. 
 
Figure 2-4. Two dimensional representation of fixed adjustable cube algorithm, percentage of 
air is estimated at each evaluation step and if it is greater than a prefixed limit then the SAR in 
that particular point remains unknown [35]. 
More specifically, the peripheral cells contribution to the SAR estimation is 
proportional to the portion of their mass in order to reach rm. However, a major limit of this 




algorithm still remains; the incapability to identify the SAR in points closed to the surface of 
the exposed object [35].  
The limitations of previous algorithms are addressed in reference [38], and further 
improvements are proposed. According to reference [38] the concept of a perfect cubical shape 
volume is not considered indispensable anymore; the cells are joined around the reference 
point, in one by one manor in order to establish benchmark and excludes air. This algorithm is 
called adaptive cube (AC) and represented in Figure 2-5..The AC algorithm stops adding the 
new cells, when the total mass of cubical volume reached to rm. Due to this technique the 
resultant averaging volume belongs to the combination of a cube and the non-tissue points; 
which is given by the set of cells. In such a way, the SAR can be estimated in every point, 
including those points that belong to the most external biological object. 
 
Figure 2-5. Two-dimensional representation of adaptive cube algorithm, the cells are joined 
around the reference point in one by one manor to established benchmark and exclude air [35]. 
Another alternative algorithm is reported in reference [39]. It is called C95.3 IEEE 
standard. This averaging standard widely used around the globe. Various numerical analysis 
tools such as CST microwave studio implement IEEE averaging standard. The two dimensional 
representation is presented in Figure 2-6, though recommended in reference [43].  
In C95.3, SAR is evaluated in three different steps. In the first step, the SARrm is 
calculated, wherever possible, by using a FCA. The maximum acceptable air limit in SAR 
calculation is set to zero, and only if reference mass is reached with tolerance of 5%. In the 
second step, the SAR in each unevaluated point is introduced as the maximum of the already 
assessed SAR among those whose cube contained that point. Finally, third step is applied in 
the remaining points (usually belongs to extremities); the point becomes the centre evaluation 




point of a new cube. New selected point can contain air and extends until rm equivalent mass 
is selected. This algorithm allows the estimation of the SAR in every single point. Nevertheless, 
the second step of the algorithm, referred to a very crucial points close to the target surface, 
and assigns to such points SAR values which referred to more internal points, and hence 
causing a possible underestimation of the peak/maximum SAR [35]. 
 
Figure 2-6. Two dimensional representation of C95.3 algorithm [34], three step process of 
estimating SAR at any point in biological tissue, where tolerable air percentage is set to zero.  
The fair comparisons among the presented numerical techniques shows that these 
radically different averaging methods for SAR evaluation can give few indications in biological 
target object reported in RF safety guidelines. Despite the fact that, these averaging methods 
gives only the estimation of SAR, slight variations in results can be easily predicted that could 
generate discrepant results. Moreover, all methods are based on a cubical volume shape which 
allows easy implementation. 
2.6 Experimental Dosimetry  
Dosimetry plays vital role in the experimental studies to investigate possible effects of 
EMFs. Dosimetry means “metrology” of dose. It is defined as the amount of energy absorb by 
a substance when it come in contact with EMFs. The human body is reasonably a good 
conductor and can act like a receiving antenna. Dosimetry studies shows how human tissues 
and cells get affected from EMFs due to continuous exposure. For such kind of assessment 
very few standard experimental setups are available. These setups are applied to calculate the 
SAR either by measuring temperature change or calculating the E-field absorption in a sample 
of liquid (human tissue-equivalent). 




The most important aspects of dosimetry measurements are the requirements for the 
performance and accuracy of the test system and also the method of carrying out the 
measurement. Most of the SAR compliance assessments are carried out by using a miniature 
and sensitive electric probe in order to measure the E-field distribution by scanning the sample 
or phantom which is filled with liquid simulating tissue-equivalent material.  According to IEC 
standards [44], the SAR estimation should be performed using a miniature probe that can 
automatically positioned itself to measure the internal E-field distribution in a phantom when 
exposed to EMFs produced by any smart device. 
There are several other important requirements to the measuring probe. It must be very 
small in order to have no resonances over the frequency of interest. Due to small size it allows 
a very precise and accurate spatial registration of the fields around it. The probe must not 
disturb the field structure significantly in the liquid phantom. The measurement centre of the 
probe must be very close to its tip, to minimise the in accuracies. The standards [44] 
recommends that the probe diameter should be no more than 8mm. Probe size is critical for 
higher frequencies (above 3 GHz) SAR assessment and the probe should be linear, isotropic 
and sensitive.  
Furthermore, phantom should be a representation of human head model in the case of 
mobile handset exposure. From the measured E-field values, the SAR distribution and 
maximum averaged SAR values over 1 g or 10 g can be calculated using the standard SAR 
equations. The experimental setup consists of positioning robot and holder, E-field measuring 
probe and phantom which are filled with liquid which is equivalent to muscle or head tissues 
as shown in Figure 2-7. 
The complexity of above explained system increase when a device contains multiple 
antennas such as MIMO. MIMO systems has multiple operating modes such as standalone 
mode, simultaneous excitation mode and beam steering mode. The details about the different 
operating modes are comprehensively discussed in chapter 5. MIMO enable devices including 
mobile handsets are required to comply with standards for limiting human exposure to EMFs. 
 






Figure 2-7. Measurement of SAR from body mounted device [45]. 
 It is difficult to measure SAR under complex configuration such as simultaneous 
excitation by considering relative phase variations. So in order to reduce the complexity of 
SAR measurements in above mentioned configurations very few methods are available in 
literature [46–47]. The assessment of SAR due to exposure from single antenna element is 
relatively simple as compared to more than one antenna elements configuration as mentioned 
before.  
In reference [47], an attempt is made to estimate the SAR when MIMO enable devices 
operates in simultaneous excitation mode. According to this method, prediction can be made 
on SAR values, in order to simplify the assessment procedure, when MIMO devices operates 
in simultaneous excitation mode based on the prior knowledge of SAR values in standalone 
mode. The peak of the standalone SAR for each antenna elements in MIMO system should be 
smaller than the limit (L) specified by the international organisations (ICNIRP and FCC). For 
example, for hand-held devices, the SAR limit is L = 2Wkg-1 when averaged over 10 g tissue 
according to ICNIRP guidelines and the SAR limit is L = 1.6Wkg-1 when averaged over 1 g 
tissue according to FCC guidelines. 
Consider MIMO enabled device with ‘n’ antenna elements and ‘m’ number of antennas 
operating in simultaneous excitation mode where 1< m ≤ n. The power allocated to the nth 
antenna element is given by: 




Pn = Rn Ptotal (Equation 2.9) 
Where Rn is a real constant with 0 ≤ Rn ≤ 1, ∑ 𝑅𝑛
𝑚
𝑛=1 = 1. Since the square of the E-field 
magnitude is directly proportional to the input power. Therefore, the total E-field can be 
represented by: 
?⃗? total = ∑ √𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n ?⃗? n 𝑒
𝑗𝑛 (Equation 2.10) 
Where n is the phase of the E-field generated by nth antenna element, with n range from o to 
360o. Now applying Euler’s identity on above equation, 
| ?⃗? total | 2 = | ∑ √𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n ?⃗? n cosn + j ∑ √𝑅
𝑚
𝑛=1 n ?⃗? n sinn | 
2  (Equation 2.11) 
Since power allocation and phase variations are independent from each other, assuming rapid 
and uniformly, distributed phase variation within o to 360o. Then, the time averaged total E-
field is described by, 
| ?⃗? total |2avg  = ∑ 𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n  |?⃗? n|
2
   (Equation 2.12) 




 | ?⃗? total |2avg = ∑ 𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n 
 

 |?⃗? n|2 =  ∑ 𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n SARn (Equation 2.13) 
Where SARn is the standalone SAR for each antenna element, whose peak value max (SARn) 
≤ L. Hence, time-averaged simultaneous peak SAR (TASPS) = max (SARavg) satisfies: 
TASPS ≤ ∑ 𝑅𝑚𝑛=1 n max (SARn) ≤ ∑ 𝑅
𝑚
𝑛=1 n L = L (Equation 2.14) 
Where the first equality is only obtained, when all peak standalone SAR values appear 
at the same location. The second inequality represents the SAR limit max (SARn) ≤ L. So 
equation 2.14 depicts that TASPS always meets the SAR limits if standalone SAR from each 




antenna elements meets the limit. It is worth mentioning that this method is only applicable to 
estimate simultaneous SAR values without considering relative phase among antenna elements 
if standalone SAR values from each antenna elements are less than the limit. Moreover, it is 
also found that TASPS under estimate the SAR values as compared to the literature [47]. 
2.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter summarise the brief introduction about the fundamental aspects of 
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) exposure assessments. Some of the major international 
guidelines requirements are discussed in detail in order to limit the public exposure below the 
health hazard levels. The behaviour of dielectric properties of materials (biological tissues) is 
analysed over a wide frequency spectrum. The interaction of EMFs with biological matter has 
been defined in three different dispersion or relaxation regions. The assessment of EMFs 
interaction with biological matters can be evaluated using a fundamental estimation method. 
Time domain analysis techniques such as finite difference time domain (FDTD), finite integral 
technique (FIT) and transmission line method (TLM) are briefly reviewed. However, few 
relevant methods are explained with possible comparisons and CST Microwave Studio (MWS) 
numerical assessment software has been chosen as final choice for assessment, which is based 
on finite integral technique (equivalent to finite difference time domain) method.  
The fundamental parameters such as specific absorption rate (SAR) and power density 
(PD) are used for analysing the possible health effects of EMFs interaction with human bodies 
are briefly explained. Numerical averaging algorithms are used to successfully estimate SAR 
quantity. The detailed analysis is provided on their implementation in numerical domain. In 
addition, comparison are made among the adopted and several other averaging algorithms. 
Standard state-of-the-art experimental setup discussed in detail in order to limit the EM 
exposure below the recommend levels. Experimental dosimetry techniques for EM exposure 
assessment are complex, therefore,  few reliable techniques are reviewed in detail which could 
be implemented to reduce the experiment time for simple and complicated assessment 
configurations in case of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems. 
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The concept of controlling homes appliances through wireless links makes modern 
smart homes. These homes and exponential increase in use of wireless devices has raise 
concern over excessive exposure from these devices. Experimentally it’s very difficult to 
realise different realistic exposure configurations or estimate EM absorption within the human 
body. For this purpose anatomical human models of various age groups used in numerical 
dosimetry.  
In this chapter, numerical anatomical human models representing a sample of the 
population have been configured and modelled using an established commercially-available 
computation technique, namely CST Microwave Studio (MWS) [1]. These models have been 
simulated with very fine cartesian volume cells (voxels) resolutions of up to 2 mm to ensure 
adequate representation of each organ, and to satisfy the numerical stability requirements. The 
dielectric properties for all models were calculated based on Cole-Cole formulations [2], and 
the Nello Carrara Institute of Applied Physics (IFAC) online calculator [3], which is based on 
data reported in references [4–6]. Where no data were available for a particular tissue, 
adjustments and replacements were made to assign values from tissues with similar 
compositions.  




Furthermore, age-dependent effects on dielectric properties were realised by utilising 
the novel age- and frequency-dependent (AFD) method. In this method, three different 
techniques are developed to calculate AFD dielectric properties. Relaxation parameters for 
Cole-Cole model were also produced and compared with different source and good agreement 
achieved to validate this method. This method utilises the measured data of animals 
(porcine/pigs) tissues using a curve-fitting techniques to map the AFD dielectric properties to 
their appropriate human equivalent ones [2, 7]. 
CST MWS widely used in the research community, and has been further validated and 
used in this study. Details of the validation studies as well as the modelling and selection of 
dielectric properties for all age groups are discussed in detail in this chapter. 
3.2 Numerical Human Models 
In this section modelling of voxel models are discussed in detail.  The voxel models 
represent the complex structure of organs. Each organ have its own electrical properties and it 
absorb different level of energy when exposed to EM waves. A wide range of voxel models 
are available in literature [8]. However, in this section modelling of three different voxel 
models i.e. two adult and one child model discussed in detail and later used to study the SAR 
performance due to the exposure from wireless devices. The details about the voxel models are 
given in section. 
3.2.1 Adult Voxel Models 
 Two adult voxel models (one female and one male) consider for EM evaluation. The 
female model is based on a voxelised 23-year-old female model, which is constructed from 
791 slices along the body’s long axis, with 294 × 124 voxels in the horizontal plane.  By 
considering voxel dimensions of 1.9 mm, 2.0 mm, and 2.0 mm in the x, y, and z voxel axis 
respectively.  
The resulting model has a height of 1.63 m and a weigh around 65 kg. These parameters 
are very close to the work presented in [9], which produced 1.63 m and mass of 60 kg. The 
difference in weight is attributed to the voxel dimensions and the mass densities used. Figure 
3-1 shows a representation of the female model, with the opacity of the voxels varied to display 
the various body organs and tissue types.  There were 40 different tissue types modelled in 
female model. Each of the tissue-voxel types were populated with their corresponding 




dielectric parameters, calculated from IFAC database [3] as given in the Appendix A, Table A-
1. 
 
   (a)                                           (b)                                      (c) 
Figure 3-1. Volume rendered images of the female model; (a) The outside surface; (b) Skin 
and skeleton; (c) Skeleton with a few internal organs (Skin, Fat, and Muscle removed). 
Rendering resolution is 2 mm3. 
The adult 34-years old male model (shown in Figure 3-2) is based on a voxelised male 
model, which is constructed from 871 slices along the body’s long axis, with 148 × 277 voxels 
in the horizontal plane. The computed male adult model represents a 1.76 m tall and weighs 
around 76 kg with voxel dimensions of 1.9 mm, 2.0 mm and 2.0 mm in each of the voxel axis. 
These dimensions are very close to work presented in reference [9], where the adult male has 
a height of 1.76 m and mass of 73 kg. The difference in weight is attributed to the mass densities 
used as mentioned in previous section. The dielectric properties of the 38 different tissue types 
included in male model were also calculated from the online database [3] as given in the 
Appendix A, Table A-2. 





              (a) (b)           (c) 
Figure 3-2. Volume rendered images of the male model; (a) The outside surface; (b) Skin 
and skeleton; (c) Skeleton with a few internal organs (Skin, Fat, and Muscle removed); 
Rendering resolution is 2 mm3. 
3.2.2 Child Voxel Model 
The 7-year-old female child model (shown in Figure 3-3) is based on the ITIS Eartha 
virtual human model [8], representing 0.965 m tall and weigh of around 21.7 kg. The voxel 
dimensions are of 1.4 mm, 1.4 mm and 1.4 mm in x, y, and z axis. There are 300 × 122 voxels 
in each horizontal plane. A few refinements were made to the dielectric properties of the tissues 
to ensure that they are valid for the given age and for the operational frequencies of SMs such 
as 868 MHz and 2450 MHz. This female child model has 75 different tissue types that are 
given in the Appendix A, Table A-3. The dielectric properties of tissues used in each of the 
models have been determined from Cole-Cole models [2, 5, 7].  
 





                 (a) (b)        (c) 
Figure 3-3. Volume rendered images of the female child model; (a) The outside surface; (b) 
Skin and skeleton; (c) Skeleton with a few internal organs (Skin, Fat, and Muscle removed); 
Rendering resolution is 1.4 mm3. 
The dielectric properties for the child model were calculated using novel age-dependent 
method that are calculated from 10, 50 and 250 kg pigs data [2]. Moreover, growth curve data 
for a 21.3 kg pig [10] were used to interpolate the dielectric properties for the child model, and 
the same method was applied for all tissues to get equivalent data for a 7-year-old child. In 
recent years, animals have been found to be similar to humans in terms of body organ 
development. According to reference [10], 4 week old pig is comparable to a 7-year-old child, 
and therefore data for a 21.3 kg pig was used to assign the dielectric properties for the child 
model.  
3.3 Age-Dependent Tissue Properties 
The frequency dependent nature of biological tissues has been well studied over the 
decades. Frequency-dependent dielectric properties of a wide range of tissues have become 
widely available following publication of the Cole-Cole dispersion models [4–6]. Due to lack 
of availability of age-dependent dielectric properties, most studies generally consider the 




similar tissue properties for both adult and child models during the assessment of exposure 
from EMFs.  
On the contrary, it is well-established that the water content level within the tissues of 
human body at different development stages (aging) become different. In literature, estimation 
methods based on empirical equations were used over a group of volunteers to show variations 
of total body water (TBW) as a function of age and weight as shown in Table 3-1 [11]. As a 
result of such differences in water contents, some studies have suggested that dielectric 
properties can be different, and this may lead to different levels of EM absorption due to the 
excessive EM exposure.  
Table 3-1. Body water (kg) for young and elderly men, and elderly women from published 








TBW [Measured] 40.4 ± 1.4 34.8 ± 0.7 34.8 ± 0.7 
TBW (Moore) [Age, Weight] 42.3 ± 0.8 37.0 ± 0.5 28.5 ±0.7 
TBW (Pierson) [Age, Weight] 48.0 ± 1.4 41.4 ± 0.9 29.9± 1.1 
It has been reported over the year’s children absorbs higher levels of energy than adults 
when exposed to EMFs [12, 13]. Although frequency-dependent tissue properties were 
assigned to both adult and child in the references but factor of age-dependency wasn’t 
anticipated. Accurate age-dependent dielectric properties are required in order to achieve more 
accurate energy deposition among different age groups when exposed to EMFs from different 
wireless sources. 
3.3.1 Measured Tissue Properties 
Human body organ growth and dielectric properties are comparable to animal’s data. 
According to literature, data about the dielectric properties of biological tissues are gathered 
from mature animals. Few older studies stated the systematic changes in dielectric properties 
of brain tissues are due to the ageing effect [14, 15]. Some studies investigated the changes in 
dielectric properties of group of rat tissues including brain tissue as a function of age [9]. 
Several attempt were made in the past to demonstrate the similarities between human and rats 
on the basis of development of their organs [9, 16].  
It is well-established that some tissues show variation in their dielectric properties as a 
function of age [2, 9, 17]. The water content level of the young age (child) tissue is higher than 




adults [2, 9, 11, 18]. Miniature animal between 6 and 8 months of age, develops adult human 
sized organs and structure; as reported in reference [19]. In addition, the growth of pig organs 
such as heart and cardiovascular system, from birth to 4 months old age is analogous; in 
comparison with the growth of the same system in humans into the mid teen age. Similar 
comparisons were made to relate animal weight with human age as listed in Error! Reference 
source not found.. 
It is therefore important to consider the effect of age-dependent properties (if any) on 
SAR assessment [12]. The importance of including age-relevant properties is also highlighted 
by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) guidelines, which suggests 
the human organ mass changes as a function of age [20]. 
3.3.2 Age-dependent Human Dielectric Properties Extraction from 
Measured Data 
Age-dependent dielectric properties of humans have been estimated based on the 
measured data for pigs of 10, 50 and 250 kg [2, 18]. The authors have supported their statement 
by running parallels between different developmental stages of animals and humans.  
The 10, 50, and 250 kg animals were assumed to be their equivalent human 1-4 years 
old child, 11-13 years old teenage, and adult, respectively. Based on this approach, the 
measured dielectric data can be further utilised to predict the dielectric properties of a wider 
age groups.  
To relate the animal weight with corresponding human age, pigs growth rate [10] is 
considered and theory from references [2, 18] was applied. So on the basis of growth rate, in 
terms of organ growth, comparisons made between human and animals weight as shown in 
Error! Reference source not found.. It was assumed that a 7 kg animal is equivalent to a 3-










Table 3-2. Human age predictions using animals weight [2, 10, 18]. 
Animal Weight (kg) Human Ages (year) Assumed age in this work 
12.5 5-6 5.5 
21.3 7-8 7.5 
30.5 9-10 9.5 
40.5 11-12 11.5 
51.5 13-14 13.5 
65 15-16 15.5 
80 17-18 17.5 
95 19-20 19.5 
110 21-22 21.5 
 
3.3.3 Novel Calculation Methods of Age-dependent Dielectric 
Properties 
Three different novel empirical techniques were developed to predict age-dependent 
dielectric properties. These techniques were also validated accurately against available 
literature data. Dielectric properties were calculated in the frequency range of 0.4 – 10 GHz 
using the Cole-Cole parameters from [2]. In total 14 tissue properties were estimated as a 
function of age, and tissues were bone marrow, cornea, dura, fat, grey matter, intervertebral 
disc centre, intervertebral disc, long bone, skin, skull, spinal cord, tongue, and white matter.  
Data about the different developmental stages of animal was reported in [2]. In order to 
correlate this data to a more precise equivalent human tissues, pig weights were used at three 
points to produce a curve with the best fit method. Animal brain growths were used from [10], 
to find equivalent developmental stage for humans. According to [2, 18], 4 weeks old pig could 
be a reasonable alternative to 3-years old child, in terms of organ growth and weight.  
The curve fitting was applied in two distinguish ways in order to simplify the process 
of implementation i.e. single frequency age-dependent method and dispersive age-dependent 
method. The single frequency age-dependent theorem involves the basic idea of curve fitting 
technique at single frequency and in order to implement on wide frequency range huge number 
of equations to solve for both permittivity and conductivity. Whereas the dispersive age-
dependent method is a simplified and generalised function of curve fitting which reduce the 
number of equations for wide frequency range (0.4 – 10 GHz). The details about both methods 
are explained in next sections.  




3.3.3.1 Single Frequency Age-Dependent Method 
In this method, curve fitting technique was applied on three points representing 
dielectric properties of 10 - 250 kg animal. To test the proposed method, a single frequency (1 
GHz) has been chosen as an example, to generate two equations for permittivity and 
conductivity, on the basis of best fit method as shown in Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5. 
 
 
Figure 3-4. Permittivity of Fat at 1 GHz. 
 





Figure 3-5. Conductivity of Fat at 1 GHz. 
 
Permittivity and conductivity of grey matter at 1 GHz can be obtained through the 
following equations: 
y = -4 x 10-6x2 - 0.0347x + 14.662 (Equation 3.1) 
 
    y = -8 x 10-7x2 - 0.0006x + 0.2551   (Equation 3.2) 
Where y is the permittivity at 1 GHz and x is weight of the pig. The weight of each pig 
corresponds to an equivalent human age. The above equation 3.1 yield values of 14.23 and 
10.80 for permittivity of fat at 1 GHz relating to a 12.5 (5.5-years old human) and 110 kg pig 
(21.5-years old human), respectively. The difference in the permittivity values of fat tissue 
among the 5.5- and 21.5-years old human is approx. 24 %. 
The conductivity values resultant from equation 3.2 are 0.25 and 0.18 Sm-1 of fat at 1 
GHz relating to a 21.3 (5.5-years old human) and 110 kg pig (21.5-years old human), 
correspondingly. The difference in the permittivity values of fat tissue among the 5.5- and 21.5-
years old human is approx. 28 %. 




Curve fitting technique was further applied to the available animal data in order to 
generate complex mathematical equations for each tissue type and then human age equivalent 
animal weight applied to produce the dielectric properties of desire ages. 
The current method is applicable to single frequency only. But in order to calculate 
tissue properties at wide frequency range, huge number of equations needs to be produce for 
both permittivity and conductivity values. Therefore, alternative method was introduced which 
reduces the complexity of this method. The simplified method, known as dispersive age-
dependent method, provides the generalised equation for all tissues except bone marrow. The 
details about new method is explained in next section. 
3.3.3.2 Dispersive Age-Dependent Method 
The dielectric behaviour of both permittivity and conductivity of most tissues of animal 
can be describe with same empirical formula. The measured data about the bone marrow in [2] 
is based on 30 % and 50 % bone marrow. It is stated that bone marrow was measured at two 
distances from the end of the bone and the distribution of bone marrow type changes as a 
function of animal age. Therefore, its behaviours can’t be described with same empirical 
equation as for other tissues. 
It was noted that the permittivity value decreases as pig weight increases. On the 
contrary, conductivity follows the opposite trend. The generalised empirical formula for AFD 
dielectric properties defined as given below (equation 3.3), which can be used to verify the 
permittivity and conductivity of tissues within 0.4 to 10 GHz frequency range. 
Y = A - Bx + C (Equation 3.3) 
The dielectric properties of tissues can be calculated by putting the parameters from 
Table 3-3 in above equation. The parameter ‘x’ is the weight of pig equivalent to human age. 









Table 3-3. Parameters for age-dependent generalised expression (ID: Intervertebral Disc, IDC: 





A B C A B C 
Cornea 
0.4 0.3x2 x 10-3 94.1 x 10-3 57.61 5 x 10-6 x2 1.3 x 10-3 0.95 
5 0.3x2 x 10-3 98.1 x 10-3 49.46 2 x 10-5 x2 7.2 x 10-3 4.52 
10 0.3x2 x 10-3 84.2 x 10-3 41.88 9 x 10-5 x2 23.7 x 10-3 10.65 
Dura 
0.4 0.8x2 x 10-3 0.13 57.72 4 x 10-6 x2 2.3 x 10-3 1.02 
5 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.13 49.41 2 x 10-5 x2 6.2 x 10-3 4.34 
10 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.12 42.56 5 x 10-5 x2 17 x 10-3 9.90 
Fat 
0.4 - 10-5 x2 33.9 x 10-3 14.88 -6 x 10-7 x2 0.5 x 10-3 0.21 
5 4 x 10-6 x2 31.1 x 10-3 12.87 3 x 10-6 x2 4.3 x 10-3 1.15 
10 - 10-5 x2 20.7 x 10-3 10.68 10-5 x2 11.9 x 10-3 2.74 
Grey 
Matter 
0.4 6 x 10-5 x2 23 x 10-3 53.61 -3 x 10-6 x2 -0.9 x 10-3 0.82 
5 6 x 10-5 x2 20 x 10-3 45.56 4 x 10-6 x2 0.6 x 10-3 3.57 
10 4 x 10-5 x2 17 x 10-3 40.10 2 x 10-6 x2 3.2 x 10-3 7.93 
ID 
0.4 0.8x2 x 10-3 0.25 62.15 4 x 10-5 x2 12.1 x 10-3 1.39 
5 0.7x2 x 10-3 0.23 51.92 6 x 10-5 x2 19.4 x 10-3 5.10 
10 0.6x2 x 10-3 0.22 44.28 0.1x2 x 10-3 34.8 x 10-3 11 
IDC 
0.4 -0.2x2 x 10-3 26.5 x 10-3 65.52 9 x 10-6 x2 2.4 x 10-3 1.67 
5 -0.3x2 x 10-3 52.3 x 10-3 57.77 -2 x 10-5 x2 -3.2 x 10-3 5.24 
10 -0.3x2 x 10-3 36.9 x 10-3 50.52 0.1x2 x 10-3 -27.9 x 10-3 11.70 
Long 
Bone 
0.4 0.7x2 x 10-3 0.24 29.73 10-6 x2 4.3 x 10-3 0.37 
5 0.6x2 x 10-3 0.19 22.60 6 x 10-6 x2 18.6 x 10-3 2.20 
10 0.5x2 x 10-3 0.16 18.94 0.1x2 x 10-3 39.7 x 10-3 4.50 
Skin 
0.4 -9 x 10-6 x2 35.8 x 10-3 47.54 -2 x 10-6 x2 0.2 x 10-3 0.64 
5 5 x 10-6 x2 34.3 x 10-3 38.82 -2 x 10-5 x2 -3.8 x 10-3 3.34 
10 5 x 10-5 x2 47 x 10-3 33.41 -5 x 10-5 x2 -10.9 x 10-3 7.27 
Skull 
0.4 0.4x2 x 10-3 0.19 44.61 2 x 10-6 x2 2.3 x 10-3 0.62 
5 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.17 35.96 3 x 10-5 x2 14.9 x 10-3 3.34 
10 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.14 30.40 8 x 10-5 x2 36.3 x 10-3 7.25 
Spinal 
Cord 
0.4 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.13 39.05 3 x 10-6 x2 1.5 x 10-3 0.50 
5 0.3x2 x 10-3 0.11 32.69 2 x 10-6 x2 8 x 10-3 2.50 
10 0.3x2 x 10-3 99.2 x 10-3 28.73 5 x 10-6 x2 19.5 x 10-3 5.51 
Tongue 
0.4 9 x 10-5 x2 18.7 x 10-3 55.84 3 x 10-6 x2 0.7 x 10-3 0.89 
5 7 x 10-5 x2 12.1 x 10-3 46.36 10-6 x2 2.9 x 10-3 4.42 
10 4 x 10-5 x2 6.8 x 10-3 38.91 3 x 10-6 x2 5.8 x 10-3 9.98 
White 
Matter 
0.4 0.5x2 x 10-3  0.17 42.95 7 x 10-6 x2 2.4 x 10-3 0.57 
5 0.5x2 x 10-3 0.16 36.03 4 x 10-5 x2 11.9 x 10-3 2.86 
10 0.4x2 x 10-3 0.14 31.47 10-4 x2 30.8 x 10-3 6.36 
It’s worth mentioning that available online sources data corresponds to what human age 
is still unknown. An attempt is made by comparing animal data from reference [2] with 
available online sources [3, 21] at 2450 MHz (frequency chosen as an example) as shown in 
Table 3-4. It can be clearly seen in weight column that the dielectric properties from online 
sources doesn’t belongs from same age groups.   




Table 3-4. Comparison between measured animal [2] permittivity and conductivity with 
Gabriel et.al data [3, 21] at 2450 MHz, Where animal weight (10, 50 and 250 kg) corresponds 
to the properties of animal at specified weight. 
Tissue 
IFAC and ITIS [3, 21] Peyman animal data [2] 
  (Sm-1)   (Sm-1) 
Weight 
(kg) 
Bone Marrow 30 % 5.30 0.10 5.61 0.11 250 
Cornea 51.61 2.30 52.91 2.04 10 
Dura 42.03 1.67 41.93 2.17 250 
Fat 5.28 0.11 5.61 0.12 250 
Grey Matter 48.91 1.81 48.39 1.77 50 
Intervertebral Disc 39.70 1.66 42.84 2.06 250 
Long Bone 
(Cortical) 
11.38 0.39 13.03 0.46 250 
Skin (Dry) 38.00 1.46 41.26 1.60 50 
Skull (Cancellous) 18.5 0.81 17.2 0.64 250 
Spinal Cord 30.15 1.09 32.35 0.80 50 
Tongue 52.63 1.80 52.37 2.05 250 
White Matter 36.17 1.22 37.59 1.31 10 
To generate tissue properties for a wide frequency range, three data set needs to be 
calculate at particular age in the first step. Then, resultant three data points of permittivity and 
conductivity from equation 3.6 can be further fitted or joined separately to generate the 
dielectric properties at any frequency point as shown in Figure 3-6. The error associated with 
this method as compared to single frequency age-dependent method is approx. 1 % and 10 % 
for permittivity and conductivity respectively. 





Figure 3-6. Comparison between age-dependent properties of fat tissue with online sources 
[3, 21], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when comparing 
with [2] as shown in Table 3-4 and also confirms by this method. 
The dielectric properties of fat have been calculated, as an example, at 3 different age 
groups (5.5, 13.5 and 21.5-years) over wide frequency range (0.4 – 10 GHz). In the Figure 3-
6, permittivity values are represented in red colour and conductivity values are presented in 
blue colour. The comparison is made between the data from proposed method (dispersive age-
dependent method) and available online sources [3, 21].The dielectric properties available on 
online sources was calculated from animals and human [22] and the factor of age dependences 
in measuring dielectric properties wasn’t considered. 
In Figure 3-6, 21.5-years old child dielectric properties (permittivity and conductivity) 
of fat tissue is very close to the online sources data which is in line with what Table 3-4 is 
predicting about the equivalence of fat tissue properties with 250 kg pig. In other words, fat 
tissue properties in online sources belongs from adult. 
This novel age-dependent method also indicates that there is difference in dielectric 
properties among the different ages (see Figure 3-6). Fat tissues properties indicates that at 1 
GHz for example the permittivity value of 5.5-years old child is approx. 24 % higher than 21.5-
years old human. Similarly, the conductivity is also approx. 28 % higher as compared to 21.5-




years human. Similar comparison has been made among different ages with different tissues 
types and also compared with literature data (online sources) which are presented in Appendix 
A. 
It has been noticed that age-dependent tongue tissue properties are not in line with Table 
3-4 predictions. According to this study, 5.5-years old (equivalent to 12.5 kg pig) child data is 
closest to the available online source data whereas above table indicates that 250 kg pig is 
closest. The reason of such differences is unknown. 
The percentage error has been calculated between single frequency and dispersive age-
dependent methods in order to find the accuracy among the two methods. The error associated 
with permittivity and conductivity is well under one and ten percent respectively as mentioned 
before. It’s worth mentioning that a very good agreement achieved between two methods.  
Furthermore, Cole-Cole model have been applied in order to generate relaxation 
parameters which are AFD. The details about the implementation of Cole-Cole model are 
explained in next section. 
3.3.2.3 Implementation of Cole-Cole Model on Age-Dependent 
Properties 
According to the general relaxation theory, polar molecules in materials rearrange 
under the influence of applied E-field and contributing to the polarisation. This phenomenon 
is known as dielectric relaxation [23]. It is well established that dielectric relaxation process is 
always frequency-dependent. In accordance with frequency dependence, dielectric properties 
of a material are characterised by relaxation time constants.  
The dielectric spectrum of biological tissues is composed of number of relaxation 
parameters.  These parameters can be employed in well-known mathematically model known 
as Cole-Cole model or Cole-Cole expression [24] as given in equation 3.4. 






 (Equation 3.4) 
 
Where 𝜀̂ is the complex relative permittivity, relax is the relaxation time, s is static 
dielectric constant, i is the ionic conductivity, 0 ≤  ≤ 1 is an adjustable parameter and 




indicating relaxation time distribution, and the Cole-Cole parameters have their usual 
significance.  
Modelling the dielectric properties of tissues using equation 3.4 enables the 
incorporation in numerical assessments of human exposure to EMFs. In literature, the 
measured data about an animal was produced with the help of Cole-Cole expression [2]. 
However, relaxation parameters for AFD dielectric properties is also calculated using this 
method (Cole-Cole).   
In equation 3.4 all parameters were fitted except for the  values. The value chosen for 
 was 3 which is based on assumption similar to that reported in reference [2]. The Cole-Cole 
model parameters of 14 tissue types for 5 to 22 years old human is represented in Table 3-5. 
It’s worth mentioning that all the parameters values including relax, , s and i are very close 
as compared to reference [2]. 
Table 3-5. Cole-Cole parameters for the dielectric properties of human tissues as function of 
age. 
Tissue/age s relax (ps) i (Sm-1)  
Bone Marrow 30 % 
5.5 years 35.66 8.42 0.53 0.28 
13.5 years 15.06 10.72 0.14 0.24 
21.5 years 9.41 11.50 0.07 0.15 
Bone Marrow 50% 
5.5 years 38.17 8.34 0.54 0.27 
13.5 years 18.72 9.80 0.18 0.25 
21.5 years 12.64 10.30 0.1 0.15 
Cornea 
5.5 years 57.43 7.86 0.89 0.22 
13.5 years 54.62 7.91 0.84 0.24 
21.5 years 51.64 8.18 0.77 0.20 
Dura 
5.5 years 57.43 7.86 0.89 0.22 
13.5 years 54.62 7.91 0.84 0.24 
21.5 years 51.64 8.18 0.77 0.20 
Fat 
5.5 years 14.59 10.50 0.19 0.15 
13.5 years 13.30 10.00 0.17 0.19 
21.5 years 11.24 10.20 0.14 0.14 
Grey Matter 
5.5 years 55.12 6.23 0.77 0.34 
13.5 years 54.16 6.20 0.8 0.34 
21.5 years 52.63 6.83 0.86 0.32 
Intervertebral Disc 




5.5 years 60.78 7.81 1.17 0.28 
13.5 years 52.99 9.18 0.71 0.26 
21.5 years 46.28 10.80 0.0001 0.27 
Intervertebral Disc Centre 
5.5 years 66.66 6.20 1.59 0.21 
13.5 years 66.92 6.62 1.51 0.16 
21.5 years 66.82 6.50 1.36 0.20 
Long Bone 
5.5 years 28.79 14.00 0.27 0.38 
13.5 years 20.97 18.50 0.11 0.38 
21.5 years 12.91 18.50 0.08 0.36 
Skin 
5.5 years 48.94 7.80 0.58 0.34 
13.5 years 47.20 8.84 0.57 0.30 
21.5 years 44.75 9.50 0.57 0.26 
Skull 
5.5 years 43.94 8.84 0.53 0.33 
13.5 years 37.37 9.37 0.45 0.35 
21.5 years 29.39 10.50 0.33 0.33 
Spinal Cord 
5.5 years 39.02 6.21 0.44 0.37 
13.5 years 34.9 6.54 0.38 0.38 
21.5 years 29.73 7.00 0.31 0.33 
Tongue 
5.5 years 56.94 8.35 0.82 0.26 
13.5 years 56.17 8.22 0.79 0.26 
21.5 years 54.77 8.71 0.76 0.22 
White Matter 
5.5 years 42.27 6.00 0.49 0.35 
13.5 years 36.99 7.00 0.4 0.38 
21.5 years 31.22 7.50 0.27 0.36 
 
The parameters listed in above table are based on pure empirical equation (3.4). This 
study is not intended to identify the underlying mechanistic mechanism. Moreover, the data for 
each tissue type was fitted separately at each age. The parameters listed in above table, helps 
to calculate dielectric properties at any frequency (within 0.4 – 10 GHz) and age (5 – 22 years) 
without solving huge number of equations.  
The relaxation parameters of bone marrow (as an example) are plotted in Figure 3-7 
and values are fitted in order to show the trend with respect to the age of human. The static 
permittivity and ionic conductivity have been found main contributors in resultant dielectric 
properties while fitting the values in Cole-Cole expression.    








Figure 3-7. Age- dependent fitted values for relaxation parameters of Cole-Cole model of 
bone marrow 30 % tissue; (a) Static permittivity; (b) Ionic Conductivity 
 




3.3.3.4 Accuracy among the Age-dependent Methods 
Dielectric properties of biological tissues play a vital role in SAR assessment. These 
new age-dependent techniques allow to increase the accuracy of SAR assessment when humans 
of various age groups exposed to EMFs. The percentage error has been calculated based on 
values generated by single frequency and dispersive age-dependent methods. The single 
frequency method produces dielectric values at specific frequency point whereas the dispersive 
method generates over the whole frequency band (0.4 – 10 GHz). The values resultant from 
both methods compared at specific frequency and age. The error associated with dispersive 
age-dependent method is well under 1 % and 10% for both permittivity and conductivity 
respectively. The single frequency age-dependent method is more accurate than the dispersive 
age-dependent method and also from Cole-Cole model.  
There is no consistent variation in dielectric properties w.r.t. age and frequency. The 
variation in dielectric properties among the different ages for example between 5.5- and 7.5-
years old child is within 2–6 % and similar variation noticed when compare different age 
groups. The highest variation observed in tissue bone marrow 30 % was approx. 73 % in 
permittivity and 85 % in conductivity when compared 5.5-years old child with 21.5-years old 
human respectively. Some tissues dielectric properties increases with frequency and some 
shows the opposite trend. The uncertainty in tissue dielectric properties trend emphasises to 
consider the AFD properties in order to improve the accuracy in SAR assessment.  
3.4 Numerical Validation 
This section focuses on the validity and the accuracy of the methods and the numerical 
tools used to compute the EM propagation and the absorptions characteristics within the body. 
Experimental validation of the FDTD algorithm has been conducted by a number of researchers 
[26–35]. In previously mentioned references, authors have computed the whole body average 
specific energy absorption rate (SAR) distribution in a variety of models including children 
and adults after being exposed to wide range of frequencies from a plane wave source.  
Different scenarios of plane wave exposure have been considered in [26, 27, 31, 33]. 
Plane wave exposure scenarios include model standing in free space (suspended) or on ground 
plane. In reference [33] analysis has been made on SAR distribution inside human models by 
changing the posture of the model when exposed to EM waves. In reference [27], SAR 




assessment has been carried out on a sitting voxel model when exposed to variable frequencies 
using Wi-Fi devices. Plane wave exposures of voxel model and irradiation from antennas in 
the near field were studied for variety of exposure conditions. Similarly another study [34] 
estimates the SAR exposure to EMFs from the antennas for wireless devices (Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth) using FDTD methods. These studies have demonstrated a good agreement between 
SAR distributions identified numerically and experimentally.   
In this study, further validations have been conducted by comparing the results obtained 
using FIT algorithm against analytical and other commercial EM computation packages using 
some simple benchmarks [26–30, 35]. A description of the main validation procedure is 
presented in this section. 
3.4.1 Comparison with an Analytical Benchmark 
A theoretical calculation model has been used as a benchmark for validating the FIT 
software. This theoretical model is used for expressing the EMFs and SAR induced inside a 
lossy dielectric sphere by an incident plane-wave. The analytical solutions was based on 
exposing single layered, muscle-equivalent model spheres, with radii of 3 cm and 15 cm, to the 
plane wave of 1 GHz radiation [36]. Similar dielectric properties of muscle tissue were used in 
analytical and computational models [37]. The theoretically-predicted and computed SAR 
patterns are computed based on the patterns along the x, y, and z directions. 
Plots of the normalised analytically-assessed SAR patterns along the major axes of a 
muscle-equivalent dielectric sphere (radius = 3 cm) is shown in Figure 3-8. The black solid 
lines shows the analytically solved SAR pattern along the three major axes X, Y, and Z [36]. 
Calculations are based on the plane waves of 1 GHz, with energy flux density of 1 mWcm-2 
and the WBSAR is 0.235 Wkg-1. For the convenience of presentation, the distributed SAR 
values are normalised to the maximum SAR given for each figure. It was found that strong 
standing wave patterns (hot spots) exist in the sphere.  





Figure 3-8. Plots of the normalised FIT-computed SAR patterns along the major axes of a 
muscle-equivalent dielectric sphere (Radius = 3 cm). Calculations are based on a plane wave 
source of 1 GHz, with energy flux density of 1 mWcm-2. WBSAR = 0.241 Wkg-1. 
 
Similarly, the computed SAR patterns inside the 3cm sphere using the CST MWS are 
also presented with coloured lines in Figure 3-8. The SAR values have also been normalised 
to the maximum value. The dense mesh has used for this studies, where total mesh cells was 
1.7 million with 15 lines per wavelength (inside the dielectric) which satisfies the step size and 
stability conditions for this frequency. The sphere models have been separated from the PML 
layers by 10 cells representing free space in order to ensure better absorbing boundary 
condition (ABC) performance. One of the disadvantages of fixing the number of surrounding 
free-space cells is the variability in separation distance between the tested object and the ABC, 
specifically when varying the size of the cell. 
Based on the figure, an excellent correlation has been observed among the overall SAR 
pattern which have been plotted from the analytical predictions and FIT (CST MWS) 
computations. It is noticed that the SAR values decreasing along the X, Y, and Z coordinates. 
However, these two graphs/results are in good comparison in order to validate this method. An 
excellent correlation has been observed among the overall estimated SAR, where error is found 
less than 3 %. 




3.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter summarise, modelling of three different voxel models which were used to 
evaluate SAR due to exposure from wireless devices. Heterogeneous voxel models modelled 
using in-house modelling software package to handle voxels. Age- and frequency-dependent 
dielectric properties of 14 tissues have been calculated based on data fitting. The curve fitting 
techniques has been used and applied in three different methods on the available measured data 
of animals to predict the best fit dielectric properties for humans of various age groups. The 
Cole-Cole relaxation parameters has been also generated for all tissue type and very good 
agreement achieved with relaxation parameters of measured data. 
Novel age-dependent methods are only applicable to extrapolate data for 5.5- to 21.5-
years old humans within frequency range of 0.4 to 20 GHz. The age and frequency limitations 
are solely due to the lack of availability of animal growth data and measured data at higher 
frequencies correspondingly. The newly calculated data was then used to assess the induced 
SAR in a female child model [8] when exposed to a plane waves and smart meter devices in 
chapter 4. Moreover, the numerical tool (which is based on finite integration technique (FIT) 
method) was also validated by comparing the FIT calculations over a homogenous muscle-
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With the rapid move towards smart energy ecosystems, key components such as smart 
grids, smart homes (including smart appliances, gateways etc.) and smart meters (SMs) have 
relied on wireless technologies to maintain data communications. In the UK, the use of SMs 
for transmitting utility readings has attracted particular interest during the past few years. It is 
estimated that most household will have a SMs at home by 2020 [1]. SMs operate the home 
area network (HAN) mainly using a ZigBee standard [2], which is based on the IEEE-802.15.4 
standard [3].  
The IEEE-802.15.4 standard specifies two communication bands relevant to this study, 
868 MHz in Europe and 2450 MHz worldwide. SMs lower band (868 MHz) frequency range 
partially lies under the Long Term Evolution (LTE) band GSM-850 [4]. SMs higher band (2450 
MHz) operates within the Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) spectrum region. 
The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) has indicated that in-home 
display (IHD) devices are more likely to be placed near the communication hub (Comm-Hub) 
[5]. In general, it is expected that the distance between the Comm-Hub and IHD devices will 
be much less than 100 meters (m) in the vast majority of houses. There has been some concern 




among the public about the installation of SMs in the home and exposure to the radio signals 
from the devices and thus World Health Organisation (WHO), announced the research agenda 
for RF fields [6].  
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-1. Exposure scenarios where h = 1 m and d = 15 cm; (a) Human model is standing 
in front of source; (b) Human model is sleeping on bed. 
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the EM absorption, due to SMs as shown in 
Figure 4-1, within numerical models representing a sample of the population: namely: a 7-
years old female child [7, 8], a 23-years old female [9] and a 34-years old male [9]. Dielectric 
properties representing the various body organs were assigned with age- and frequency-
dependent (AFD) values to ensure the consistency of the models with respect to their 
corresponding realistic targets. Furthermore, calculations were performed at a resolution of 2 
mm and 1.4 mm for adults and child respectively at 868 MHz and 2450 MHz bands. The 
resulting induced averaged SAR, and the maximum SAR distributions have been compared 
with the exposure guidelines of the International Commission of Non-ionisation Radiation 
Protection (ICNIRP) [10]. 
4.2 Setup and Computational Methods 
 Time-domain algorithms were widely used in studies to calculate the EM power 
absorbed within human models [11–15]. The time-domain solution approach is capable of 
handling inhomogeneous, dispersive, and lossy dielectric mediums such as those found within 
the human body.  




In this study, CST MWS uses the advanced FIT method which is equivalent to the 
FDTD method, but has some advantages in representing irregular structures. Both FDTD and 
FIT methods are inherently identical in the way they resolve Maxwell’s equations in the 
differential and integral forms respectively. For geometries in which wave-object interaction 
has to be considered in the open regions the computational space has to be truncated by 
absorbing boundaries. PMLs absorbing boundaries have been used in order to minimise the 
unnecessary artificial reflections [14, 16–19]. 
Prior to the inclusion of the antenna in the exposure model, a set of validation 
simulations were completed using plane wave incident waves with vertical polarisation. Many 
studies have been conducted to calculate the plane wave exposure at various frequencies, as 
was discussed in recent studies [7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20]. In this study calculations are performed 
for a plane wave with the standing human model suspended in air in one of the scenarios. The 
authors in one study [15] found slightly higher values for the isolated case as compared to the 
grounded case, where the plane wave was irradiating the isolated standing body from the front 
with the E-field component aligned vertically. 
4.2.1 Cell Sizes and Stability Conditions 
The FIT method follows the time evolution of a field interacting with body divided into 
voxels (grids). Selecting the largest cell size has been dictated by the minimum stability 
requirement, which is generally governed by a minimum of ten cells per wavelength within the 
highest dielectric region of the body [15, 16, 21].  
The selection of cell sizes is also driven by the aim to provide satisfactory 
accommodation of the physical representation of the body and the computation efficiency. The 
minimum mesh cell requirement for female adult, male adult, and female child model was 
28.84 million, 35.71 million, and 29.43 million mesh cells, respectively; based on the xyz 
dimensions of the models.  
The maximum mesh cell size was limited to 4.13 mm and 1.49 mm at 868 MHz and 
2450 MHz. In order to find cell size for models at these frequencies, tissue with the highest 
dielectric constant is used in the equation which is given below: 










The above are worst-case requirements in small regions of the body where the 
permittivity is exceptionally high. It is worth noting that all of the numerical anatomical human 
models used in this study are represented with voxel dimensions equal or less than 2 mm. 
Further mesh refinements are then applied to reduce the computational cell sizes below these 
configurations to ensure accuracy and consistency with the numerical stability requirements as 
shown in Figure 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-2. 240 million mesh generated by adopting the previously mentioned technique 
(FIT) in order to satisfying the stability condition. 
4.3 Configuration of SM Antennas 
In this section geometry of the antennas used in SMs is provided in detail. As mention 
before, SM operates in two different frequency bands 868 MHz in Europe and 2450 MHz in 
worldwide. Therefore, two antenna designed for this purpose. The 868 MHz antenna is based 
on meander line technique as shown in Figure 4-3. The size of the antenna is 60.20 mm (L) x 
75 mm (W) x 0.40 mm (T). Both meander line parts of antenna was printed on FR4 substrate 
with thickness of 0.40 mm and permittivity of 4.4. This antenna parameters and dimensions 
are similar to antenna used in real SMs. 
 





(a) Complete view 
  
(b) Left top view (c) Right top view 
Figure 4-3. Geometry of 868 MHz antenna; All dimensions are in mm. 
 The S-parameters of 868 MHz antenna is given in Figure 4-4. The reflection coefficient 
(S11) of the antenna confirms that this antenna works on 868 MHz band and covers a frequency 
range between 846 to 884 MHz when return loss calculated below -6 dB. The radiation pattern 
of this antenna is presented in Figure 4-5. The far-field radiation pattern confirms that the 868 
MHz antenna is omnidirectional. The total radiation efficiency and gain of the antenna is 97 % 
and 1.8 dB. 





Figure 4-4. Computed S11 of 868 MHz antenna. 
 
 
(a) At Theta is 90 (z-axis) (b) At Phi is 90 (x-axis) 
Figure 4-5. Computed far-field radiation pattern of 868 MHz antenna. 
 The 2450 MHz band antenna was designed with dimensions similar to antenna used in 
real SMs. The 2450 MHz antenna is designed based on PIFA antenna as shown in Figure 4-6. 
The size of the antenna is 99.0 mm (L) x 26 mm (W) x 0.40 mm (T). Both PIFA antenna similar 
part of antenna was printed on FR4 substrate with thickness of 0.40 mm and permittivity of 
4.4. 






(a) Complete view (b) Close view 
Figure 4-6. Geometry of 2450 MHz antenna; All dimensions are in mm. 
 
 
Figure 4-7. Computed S11 of 2450 MHz antenna. 
 





(a) At Theta is 90 (z-axis) (b) At Phi is 90 (x-axis) 
Figure 4-8. Computed far-field radiation pattern of 868 MHz antenna. 
The S-parameters of 2450 MHz antenna is given in Figure 4-7. The S11 of the antenna 
confirms that this antenna works on 2450 MHz band and covers a frequency range between 
2285 to 2593 MHz when return loss calculated below -6 dB. The radiation pattern of this 
antenna is presented in Figure 4-8. The far-field radiation pattern confirms that the 2450 MHz 
antenna is omnidirectional. The total radiation efficiency and gain of the antenna is 98 % and 
4.28 dB. 
4.4 Exposure Scenarios and SAR Calculations 
The exposure of the models was analysed at two different frequencies, 868 MHz and 
2450 MHz. The separation distances between the antennas and model was initially set to a 
typical value of 15 cm approx. while in the far-field, the models were exposed to a plane wave. 
Both standing and sleeping positions were considered for each model. In the standing position, 
the model was placed standing on a ground at a distance from the EM source (Figure 4-9 (a)).In 
the sleeping position, the model was placed at a certain height from the ground, in a horizontal 
position to mimic the sleeping position on a bed (Figure 4-9 (b)). In all cases, all relevant SAR 
calculations were computed and the results have been summarised. 





Figure 4-9. Plane wave exposure scenario of models; (a) When standing on ground plane and 
exposed from front to back; (b) When sleeping without ground plane and exposed from top 
to bottom; where extra free space (/4) is added around the body with chosen PMLs. 
4.5 Plane Wave Exposure of Models 
Plane wave exposure on human models is used to mimic the far-field conditions for 
sources located beyond 15 cm. Distance greater than 15 cm between the human model and SM 
antenna devices is large in terms of the computational volume and performing an assessment 
on human models with such a distance requires a great amount of computation power. 
Therefore, plane waves have been employed to realise exposure from far-field sources. Plane 
wave exposure is further divided into two different scenarios: when models are grounded and 
when models are isolated. Details of the plane wave exposure arrangement for the human 
models are given in the next sections. 




4.5.1 Standing Models on a Ground Plane Exposed from Front to 
Back 
Calculations of the field exposure were performed for a plane wave irradiating the 
model from the front with the E-field component aligned vertically. In the numerical 
computation tool employed, excitation power is dependent on the boundary size in plane-wave 
exposure condition, since the models were excited by a plane wave peak E-field strength of 1 
V/m over the entire simulation area. Moreover, the excited field is doubled due to the perfect 
electrical conductor (PEC) boundary at the bottom plane acting as a mirror for the E-field.   
The peak E-field strength is presented as a root mean square (rms) value, which is 1.414 
V/m rms using the formula Vrms = 0.707 * Vpp [22]. However, the peak PD is 2.65 mWm-2 
based on the assumption that 1 V/m is applied through free space (12 /377). For PEC ground 
boundary, the peak PD becomes four times higher than that of free space, based on the 
assumption that 2 V/m (due to mirroring effect of PEC/ground) is applied through free space 
(22/377). Therefore, the peak PD of the grounded models is 10.61 mWm-2. The WBSAR values 
calculated for the grounded models at both frequencies are well under the basic restriction level 
described by the ICNIRP guidelines, as shown in Figure 4-10. The differences in WBSAR 
values mainly resulted from difference in average mass densities among the models. 
 
 






Figure 4-10. SARs distribution resulting from plane wave exposure; (a) WBSAR; (b) Max. 
SAR (10 g); when models are standing on PEC ground and exposed from front to back with 
1 V/m peak plane wave. 
 
When models were exposed to a plane-wave under grounded conditions and 10 g 
averaging method applied, few hot spots (regions of locally enhanced absorption) were 
identified as shown in Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12. The most affected parts of the child model 
at both frequencies are the anterior and posterior shin splints.  For NAOMI, the plane wave 
exposure leads to most absorption in the wrist, ankle, nose, neck and fingers. In the case of 
NORMAN, similar parts of the body are affected, but also the eyes, groin and knees. The SAR 
distribution highlights the absorption maximum at thinner parts of the body e.g. wrist, ankle as 
indicated above. This could be due to the resonances appearing in such parts of body. It is 
interesting to notice that NAOMI max. SAR values are higher than child in plane wave 
exposure cases. These findings are in line with the findings given in this publication [23]. 
However, the SAR scale indicates that this effect is still negligible in comparison with guideline 
levels (Figure 4-10b). 





Figure 4-11. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 868 MHz, when 




Figure 4-12. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 2450 MHz, 
when models are standing on PEC ground and exposed from front to back with 1 V/m peak 
plane wave. 




4.5.2 Isolated Models in Sleeping Position Exposed from Top to 
Bottom  
Calculations were performed for a plane-wave irradiating the model from top with E-
field component aligned vertically under the isolated condition. In the case of isolation, the 
excitation power is set to 1 V/m peak value over the entire simulation area. Therefore, the peak 
PD of isolated models across the spectrum is 2.65 mWm-2. When the models are isolated in air 
in a sleeping position, the WBSAR values for both frequencies are well under the basic 
restriction level described by ICNIRP guidelines as shown in Figure 4-13. The reason behind 
the difference in max. SAR values are same as explained in above section. However, a few hot 
spots are identified at both frequencies 868 MHz and 2450 MHz. The maximum absorption 




Figure 4-13. SARs distribution resulting from plane wave exposure; (a) WBSAR; (b) Max. 
SAR (10 g); when models are under sleeping condition and exposed from top to bottom with 
1 V/m peak plane wave. 
 





Figure 4-14. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 868 MHz, when 




Figure 4-15. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 2450 MHz, 
when models are under sleeping condition and exposed from top to bottom with 1V/m peak 
plane wave. 




4.6 Models Exposure with SM Device Antenna 
This section describes the exposures resulting from modelled SM devices, as opposed 
to plane waves. A SM antenna is modelled in a plastic box with 2 mm thick walls, in order to 
mimic the real device. The SAR values have been normalised to an antenna output power of 1 
W to allow for comparison with measured data described in the reference [24]. It is worth 
mentioning that 1 W is in fact approximately sixty five times higher than the maximum 15 mW 
power expected from SM devices during transmission.  
Moreover, the PD in all cases calculated from measuring in x and y, x and z or y and z 
directions depends on the geometry of simulation box. After calculating the simulation box 
coordinates, area formulae are used to divide the output power by the calculated area in order 
to get the required PD in each scenario. The output powers from SM antenna at 868 MHz and 
2450 MHz band are 0.7 W and 0.99 W, respectively due to the corresponding antenna radiating 
efficiency of 70 % and 99 %. 
Due to the different voxel model sizes, boundary conditions (grounded or isolated) and 
exposure scenarios, the PD varies in each case.  Therefore, for the standing position all three 
phantoms were modelled and assumed to be standing on ground with a distance between model 
and SM antenna set to 15 cm, as shown in Figure 4-16 (a). Similarly, for the sleeping position 
all three phantoms were modelled in a sleeping isolated position, with the distance between 
model and SM antenna set to 15 cm, as shown in Figure 4-16 (b). 
 





Figure 4-16. Exposure scenarios for models close to SM device antennas; (a) When standing 
on ground plane and exposed from front with respect to SM device antenna; (b) When 
sleeping without ground plane and exposed from top with respect to SM device antenna; 
where extra free space (/4) is added around the body with chosen PMLs. 
4.6.1 Standing Models on a Ground Plane Exposed from Front to 
Back 
Calculations were performed for a SM device antenna irradiating the grounded model 
from front side.  When the models are grounded, the WBSAR values for both frequencies are 
well under the basic restriction level given in the guidelines, as shown in Figure 4-17. 
At both frequencies, when the models are exposed under grounded conditions, a few 
hot spots are observed, as shown in Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19. Because the height of a child 
model is smaller, when the SM device antenna is placed at 1 meter height from the ground, the 




highest exposures are seen in the brain, eyes and forehead, at both frequencies. For both 





Figure 4-17. SARs distribution resulting from exposure close to SM antennas; (a) WBSAR; 
(b) Max. SAR (10 g); when models are standing on PEC ground and exposed from front at 
15 cm distance with 1 W input power at the SM antenna. 
The female model shows higher WBSAR levels than the male model, as shown in 
Figure 4-17. This could be due to the different distances between the body and SM antenna in 
the respective models. The distance was measured from the middle of feet and was set to 
approximately 15 cm. The tummy regions of both models are also different in shape so the 
differences in distance and body shape (especially in the tummy region) may explain the 
different SAR distributions (Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19). In any case, the calculated SAR 
values are negligible in comparison with the ICNIRP guidelines. 





Figure 4-18. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 868 MHz, when 
models are standing on PEC ground and exposed from front at 15cm distance with 1W input 
power at the SM antenna. 
 
 
Figure 4-19. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 2450 MHz, 
when models are standing on PEC ground and exposed from front at 15cm distance with 1W 
input power at the SM antenna. 
 




4.6.2 Models in Sleeping Position Exposed from Top to Bottom 
Calculations were performed for a SM device antenna irradiating the model from top 
when the model is in a sleeping condition.  In this scenario, all the WBSAR values for both 
frequencies are well under the basic restriction level defined in the guidelines, as shown in 
Figure 4-20 even though the output power from the modelled SM antennas were substantially 
above those from real devices. A few hot spots were identified in the skull at both frequencies, 
as shown in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-22. In all cases of exposure, the highest SAR values 
occur in the brain, nose and eyes similar to the plane wave exposure scenario. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4-20. SARs distribution resulting from exposure close to SM antennas; (a) WBSAR; 
(b) Max. SAR (10g); when models are under sleeping condition and exposed from top at 15 
cm distance with 1W input power of SM antenna. 
 





Figure 4-21. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10 g) distribution at 868 MHz, when 
models are under sleeping condition and exposed from top at 15 cm distance with 1 W input 
power of SM antenna. 
 
 
Figure 4-22. NAOMI, NORMAN and Child Max. SAR (10g) distribution at 2450 MHz, 
when models are under sleeping condition and exposed from top at 15 cm distance with 1 W 
input power of SM antenna. 





4.7.1 Review on Numerically Calculated SAR 
In this study, human models of three different age groups were assessed to determine 
the induced WBSAR, and maximum (10 g averaged) SAR distributions when exposed to radio 
signals typical of those from SM HAN sources. SAR distributions have been assessed for 24 
different scenarios, including standing and sleeping positions, when exposed at various 
distances from the signal source. Numerical simulations were carried out using validated, and 
well established computation tools, and through comparisons with similar configurations in 
earlier work [20].  
The exposure configurations utilised high-resolution human models, which allowed for 
AFD tissue parameters.  Dielectric properties of various tissues at different ages were assigned 
using a curve fitting technique applied to published measured data. Signal sources were 
simulated using realistic antenna designs to mimic the real sources at close distances, and plane 
waves to investigate far-field conditions of exposure. 
Calculated WBSAR values in the present study are different from those published 
previously [20]. This is attributed to the difference in excitation parameters where the E-field 
of the signal in the previous study was set to 1 V/m rms, whereas in this study it is set to 1 V/m 
peak value which is equivalent to 1.41 V/m rms. Therefore, the WBSAR values for the 
grounded, plane wave exposure in the standing position scenario are expected to be twice as 
high as those reported in [20].  
To confirm this, additional simulations were conducted on the NORMAN model 
standing on a grounded plane and exposed to a plane wave of 868 MHz and 2450 MHz as 
shown in Figure 4-23. An excitation E-field strength of 1 V/m (rms) resulted in a WBSAR 
value of approximately 17 µWkg-1 and 15 µWkg-1, which is in line with other reported results. 
When the model was exposed to double the amplitude of the excitation E-field strength, 
i.e. 2 V/m (rms), the resulting WBSAR is approximately 69 µWkg-1, which is larger by a factor 
of four.  This is due to the square of the doubled field, which is governed by the relationship 
(|E|^2). Similarly, when the plane wave was excited with an 868 MHz signal with a peak 
amplitude of 1 V/m, the peak field is doubled in the presence of the metallic ground plane 




resulting in a field strength of 1.414 V/m (rms). In this case, the power increases by a factor of 
2 compared to the first case, giving a WBSAR value of around 35 µWkg-1.  
 
Figure 4-23. Comparison between current and previous studies, where 1 V/m (rms) and 1.41 
V/m (rms) incident power used in current and earlier studies [20] when three models of 
different age groups are standing position and exposed by plane wave from front to back 
under grounded condition. 
Similar differences were observed when the simulations were repeated at 2450 MHz. 
Within the bounds of the various configurations considered, higher SAR values were always 
observed for the child model, compared with the adult models. This is attributable to 
differences in the dielectric properties and the mass densities, which is in line with the 
observations reported in reference [24].  
4.7.2 Comparison between Simulations and Measurements 
In this section, comparisons were also made in this study between the simulated and 
measured E-fields and power densities as described in the companion paper [24]. Also, the 
SAR values predicted from the measured PD levels were assessed under a pessimistic 
assumption of plane wave equivalence. For the purpose of simulations, a computational domain 
representing an anechoic chamber with dimensions of 3.6 m × 2.4 m × 2.4 m was designed 





































































Current studies with 1.41V/m RMS incident power
Dimbylow's studies with 1V/m RMS incident power





Figure 4-24. Comparison between simulated and measured E-Field from SM devices at 2450 
MHz. where EM, CH, IHD and GM represents Electricity Meter, Comms. Hub, In Home 
Display and Gas Meter, respectively. The measurements on a selection of SM devices 
provided by various manufacturers [24]. 
In free space, the E-fields and PD levels were calculated as a function of distance as 
shown in Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25. It is worth mentioning that the maximum output power 
used in simulations and measurements was as 1 W and 15 mW, respectively. After normalising 
the simulated PDs to level similar to measured power densities, good agreement achieved 
between simulated and measured power densities for a particular device. The PD measured 
from IHD02 (device under the test ID) at 50 cm and 1 cm distance is 1.13 mWm-2 and 0.32 
mWm-2 respectively, whereas the simulated PD after normalisation is 1.15 mWm-2 and 0.30 
mWm-2 at 50 cm and 1cm, correspondingly as compared to measured power densities of IHD02 
device. Measurements were performed on number of samples of SMs provided by the various 
manufacturers and utility companies device [24]. Therefore, there was some difference among 
the power densities in simulations with respect to measurements.     





Figure 4-25. Comparison between simulated and measured PDs from SM devices at 2450 
MHz, where EM, CH, IHD and GM represents Electricity Meter, Comms. Hub, In Home 
Display and Gas Meter, respectively. The measurements on a selection of SM devices 
provided by various manufacturers [24]. 
Although, all simulations were performed at 15 cm distance using the SM antenna 
model, SAR values beyond that distance were assessed using plane wave equivalent 
configurations as described in plane wave exposure section. Simulated SAR values were 
normalised with respect to the simulated and measured power densities at 50 cm distance as 
shown in Table 4-1 and Table 4-2. These two tables depict the estimated WBSAR and 
maximum SAR (10 g) values respectively at the measured PD levels. The comparison between 
SAR values were restricted to maximum and average measured PD levels due to the large 
number of measurements on SM devices [24].  
The maximum PD measured in the laboratory was 13.72 mWm-2 from CH06-3 (device 
under test ID) at a distance of 50 cm and in the 2450 MHz band, with exception of one of the 
“outlier device (EM05)” that had the PD of 88.71 mWm-2 [24]. The PD calculated in the 
numerical assessment part was 10.61 mWm-2 at 2450 MHz, when models were exposed to a 
plane wave under the standing configurations. The PD in simulations calculated based on the 




size of bounding box which contains the voxel model.  Therefore, the measured PD emitted 
from Comm-Hub device was found to be relatively higher as compared to simulations.  
Table 4-1. Comparison between WBSAR values at 2450 MHz band from simulated and 






















Worst Average Worst Average 
Child 
Standing 
51.79 10.61 4.88 88.71 5.93 432.90 28.94 
NAOMI 
Standing 
31.06 10.61 2.93 88.71 5.93 259.69 17.36 
NORMAN 
Standing 
29.57 10.61 2.79 88.71 5.93 247.23 16.53 
Child 
Sleeping 
6.84 2.65 2.58 88.71 5.93 228.98 15.30 
NAOMI 
Sleeping 
2.53 2.65 0.96 88.71 5.93 84.69 5.66 
NORMAN 
Sleeping 
2.58 2.65 0.97 88.71 5.93 86.37 5.77 
 
The results show that the energy deposition is distributed differently for each model 
and this is due to differences in dimensions, frequency of interest, anatomical and dielectric 
properties, and exposure setup. The highest maximum SAR (10 g) values were observed when 
models were exposed to near field signals emitted from antennas operating at 868 MHz and 
2450 MHz bands, in standing or sleeping position. In contrast and as expected, the highest 
WBSARs were observed when models were exposed to plane waves in standing or sleeping 
positions. The WBSAR value for NORMAN in standing position at 868 MHz is 34 µWkg-1, 










Table 4-2. Comparison between maximum SAR values at 2450 MHz from simulated and 
























Worst Average Worst Average 
Child 
Standing 
0.73 10.61 0.07 88.71 5.93 6.10 0.41 
NAOMI 
Standing 
0.80 10.61 0.07 88.71 5.93 6.69 0.45 
NORMAN 
Standing 
0.48 10.61 0.05 88.71 5.93 4.01 0.27 
Child 
Sleeping 
0.08 2.65 0.03 88.71 5.93 2.68 0.18 
NAOMI 
Sleeping 
0.11 2.65 0.04 88.71 5.93 3.68 0.25 
NORMAN 
Sleeping 
0.07 2.65 0.03 88.71 5.93 2.34 0.16 
 
On the other hand, the WBSAR value for NORMAN, when exposed from SM antenna 
sources in standing position, is 0.87 mWkg-1 and 0.82 mWkg-1 at the former and later frequency 
band, respectively (see Figure 4-17.). The differences are due to the differences in power 
densities. The PD is relatively high in all SMs antenna exposure configurations, mainly due to 
the relatively close distance (15 cm) considered in all SMs antenna exposure conditions, which 
is considered to reflect a worst-case scenario. 
PDs were also calculated as a function of distance in both simulations and 
measurements where good agreement was achieved after normalisation. The estimated SAR 
values calculated for the measured PD levels are well below the guidelines. As PD decreases, 
the SAR values generally follow the same falling trend. The 1 W peak input power assigned to 
the SM antenna substantially overestimates what SMs are likely to emit (15 mW maximum 
limit).  
Overall, in both simulations and measurements the SAR levels were found to be very 
low in comparison with the basic restriction levels advised by ICNIRP to protect human health. 
Similar observations were made in [26], where the exposure level from SM sources was found 
to much less than that resulting from mobile phones used in close proximity to the head for 
voice calls. 




4.8 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, specific absorption rate (SAR) assessment performed using smart meter 
(SM) antenna and plane wave sources. The SM devices operate on two different frequency 
bands (868 and 2450 MHz) which are used for short range communication. The maximum 
input power for both bands vary, so in this study 1W input power considered as worst case 
scenario. The absorption of E-field within the human models from SM antennas and plane 
wave sources, are discussed in possible realistic scenarios. In total 24 different exposure 
scenarios study in this work. The results are critically analysed and also validated by 
comparison with earlier studies and measurements, and differences are explained in detail.  
The SAR estimation is performed on three different models by using age- and 
frequency-dependent (AFD) tissue properties. The E-field and power density (PD) is calculated 
for each case when models are in standing or sleeping posture under grounded or isolated 
conditions. In nutshell, simulations described in this chapter demonstrate that the exposures 
incurred from SM devices produce whole body specific absorption rate (WBSAR) and max. 
SAR (10 g) values well below the exposure guideline limits. This was the case for all the 
exposure scenarios considered for all age groups, despite the overestimated emitted powers and 
the fact that continuously transmitted waves were used rather than the more realistic shorter 
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The Long Term Evolution (LTE) technology use MIMO technique in order to improve 
current communication network in terms of providing better ways of reaching highest possible 
data rates. MIMO system refers to use multiple antennas at the transmitting and receiving 
terminals to improve the performance of a wireless communication link. MIMO technology is 
widely deployed in mobile handsets. The implementation of multiple antennas in mobile 
handset is a major challenge [1, 2].  
The use of MIMO technology in LTE mobile handset has drawn many questions on 
whether such implementation may induce higher or lower specific absorption rate (SAR) peak 
level distributions within the human body. The multiple sources in one device may result 
certain patterns of higher or lower E-field values within the head region or other part of body 
because of the constructive and destructive nature of the emitted waves. 
SAR assessment from traditional single antenna element for smart devices applications 
such as walkie-talkies, laptops, mobile handsets and Wi-Fi devices has been well studied over 
the years [3–7], but SAR study of MIMO antennas for mobile handsets are still under 




investigation. For compact MIMO enabled mobile terminals, the strong coupling between 
multiple antenna elements can influence the SAR performance.  
Similarly, the total radiation efficiency of mobile handset antenna also reduces when it 
interacts with mobile user.  It can cause shifting of resonant frequency and mobile user absorbs 
the EM radiations emitted by mobile handset antennas. The mobile user’s hand and head effects 
on a mobile handset terminal performance have been well studied in [8–10]. But this research 
mainly limited to mobile user effect on single element antenna.  
Recently, another research was conducted to study the effects of mobile user hand and 
head on an adaptive four element antenna array for LTE MIMO mobile handset [11]. But this 
study mainly focus on user effects on the MIMO channel performance. A dual element MIMO 
antenna array with user hands effects has been studied in [12] for diversity performance at 2 
GHz in mobile handset. SAR study on different mobile handset MIMO antennas for LTE 
applications [13] has been studied, but these studies mainly limited to use simple antennas i.e. 
PIFA antennas, with relatively simple MIMO configurations. 
In this chapter, a thorough numerical modelling, supported by measurements, have been 
carried out in order to investigate the EM absorption within the human body caused by using 
the MIMO mobile handset antenna under the various operating modes. Previously designed 
MIMO mobile handset is used in this study [14]. Influence of various operating modes 
(standalone, simultaneous, beam steering) of MIMO antennas for mobile handsets on different 
parts of human body is studied by considering the size of mobile handset that is relatively 
similar to the currently available mobile handsets i.e. iphone devices.  
SAR properties are studied due to exposure from a new design of MIMO antennas for 
mobile handset which operates on GSM/UMTS/LTE (1.9 GHz), WLAN (2.45 GHz) and LTE 
(2.1 GHz, 2.6 GHz) bands. Both body-worn assessment configurations using flat phantom and 
calling mode testing configurations using homogeneous voxel model is investigated. For 
compliance, standard assessment methods have been used in this study in order to compare the 
resultant SAR values due to the exposure from MIMO mobile handset with FCC and ICNIRP 
guidelines (see section 2.2 Public Electromagnetic Exposure Limit Guidelines for more details 
about guidelines).  




5.2 Configuration of LTE MIMO Antenna 
 According to 3GPP LTE release 11 [15] a two element MIMO antenna with dual 
transmitters is required in LTE mobile handsets. The geometry of the predesigned dual element 
LTE MIMO antenna is shown in Figure 5-1. The size of each antenna element is 50 mm (L) x 
24 mm (W) x 0.035 mm (T). Each antenna element is printed on FR4 substrate with the 
thickness of 0.80mm and a permittivity of 4.4. 
 
 
Figure 5-1. Geometry of the predesigned dual element LTE MIMO antenna with mobile 
handset body; (110.52 mm x 65.52 mm x 7.13 mm). 
In this chapter, dual element MIMO antenna is encapsulated in a plastic casing (teflon) 
in order to consider the realistic mobile handset configuration. Due to the limitation of software 
and measurement equipment components such as battery and screen are disregarded. 
Nevertheless, these components affect the behaviour and performance of antenna and also the 
SAR estimation. The total thickness of the mobile handset body including the MIMO antenna 
is 7.13 mm which is equivalent to the iPhone S6 specification [16].  
MIMO antenna total length is 110.52 mm which is slightly on shorter side in 
comparison with iPhone S6 (138 mm). However, the width is in good comparison with 65.52 
mm and 67.1 mm of current mobile handset and iPhone S6, respectively. The S-parameters of 
two element LTE MIMO antennas in free space is given in Figure 5-2. 





Figure 5-2. Computed S-parameters are measured below -6 dB in free space (cover 1.9 GHz, 
2.1 GHz, 2.45GHz and 2.6 GHz band where the isolation is well below -15 dB). 
5.2 Selection of Tissue Properties 
In this study, two-third muscle-equivalent homogenous tissue properties assigned to 
both models including male head and flat phantom. According IEEE Std. 1528-2013 (section 
1.4.1.3), homogenous liquid tissue properties should be used rather than multi-layered or high-
density solid, in order to practical evaluate SAR with E-field probes [21]. In literature, three 
layer (skin, fat, and muscle) human-body model and two-third muscle-equivalent model 
produce the same effect on antenna performance and have been used for SAR assessment [22]. 
Moreover, the selection of two-third muscle-equivalent tissues properties (including 
mass density) is based on comparison with the two-third muscle-equivalent tissue properties 
(excluding mass density), muscle tissue properties only, and heterogeneous tissues properties. 
For this purpose, male voxel model exposed with plane wave in free space from front to back 
by applying all four previously mention tissue properties configurations and SAR values were 
calculated as shown in Figure 5-3. 
The selection of lower frequency (866 MHz) for this validation is based on the 
understanding that lower frequency requires less computation time and resources. It can be 
clearly seen that from Figure 5-3, after allocating two-third muscle-equivalent tissue properties 
(excluding mass density) and muscle tissue properties to male model in each case produce 
underestimated SAR values as compared to heterogeneous male model. Therefore, two-third 
muscle-equivalent models (including mass density) were found more suitable alternative of 




heterogeneous model. Although two-third muscle-equivalent (including mass density) produce 
approx. 25 % over estimated result, but the selection of tissue properties is in line with IEEE 
Std. 1528-2013 (section 1.4.1) [21]. 
 
Figure 5-3. Validation of dielectric choice; Where male model exposed with plane from front 
to back and WBSAR values calculated; (two-third muscle including and excluding mass 
density means mass density is two-third and mass density value is same as in literature, 
respectively).  
5.3 SAR Assessment on MIMO Modes 
 In this section, SAR performance of dual element MIMO antenna for mobile handsets 
investigated in three operating modes, when excited with accepted power of 24 dBm (0.25W). 
According to FCC, mobile handsets need to be tested for SAR compliance in both calling mode 
and body-worn cases [17]. Therefore, SAR performance is investigated in both recommended 
configurations. SAR assessment in calling mode is performed by using head model and body-
worn case is simplified with flat phantom as has been used over the years [13, 18–20]. The list 
of MIMO modes of mobile handset for SAR evaluation is listed below: 
1. Standalone or Single Input Single Output (SISO) Mode. 
2. Simultaneous/ MIMO/Spatial Diversity Mode. 
3. Beam-staring Mode (estimation of SAR for different relative phases between antenna 
ports). 




5.3.1 SAR Assessment on Standalone Mode 
MIMO enabled devices needs to comply with standards and guidelines, same as single 
element antenna of mobile handset, provided by international organisations for limiting human 
exposure to EM RF fields. MIMO technique is already implemented in the current LTE 
network and it is mostly employed in the downlink. Multiple antennas used in downlink as 
compare to uplink. LTE MIMO enabled mobile handsets consists of two or more antennas as 
explained in 3GPP release 11 [15], but the SAR performance of MIMO antennas are quite 
complicated as compare to single element antenna. MIMO antennas SAR performance is 
usually investigated in two generic modes such as SISO and MIMO mode. 
In standalone or SISO mode only one antenna operates at a times. The standalone mode 
realised by one antenna element is excited and other terminated by 50 ohms () load. SAR 
assessment in standalone mode is performed in two cases: 
 Standalone SAR performance investigation in calling mode 
 Standalone SAR performance investigation in body-worn case 
5.3.1.1 Standalone SAR in Calling Mode 
SAR assessment is performed on all four frequency bands namely: 1.9 GHz, 2.1 GHz, 
2.45 GHz and 2.6 GHz. The mobile handset antenna set next to the human head model in 
calling mode configuration. The mobile handset body surface touches the left check, which is 
an assessment requirement set by the international guidelines providing organisations [17, 21] 
as shown in Figure 5-4. It is worth mentioning the international guidelines emphasises that 
every mobile handset should be tested in more realistic scenarios. 





Figure 5-4. Calling positon of a mobile handset without hands. 
According to FCC, each transmitting antenna element must be located within 25 mm 
distance from the surface or edge when mobile handset antennas support hotspot mode 
operations. Both antenna elements were designed and fabricated in line with FCC requirements 
[14]. In this current design of MIMO antenna for mobile handset, one antenna element is placed 
on lower bottom facing the lower left cheek and other antenna element is placed far end of 
ground plane in order to minimise coupling as shown in Figure 5-1.  
After setting up the assessment configuration, standalone mode is tested in all four 
frequency bands. Both FCC and ICNIRP guidelines were used for comparison with current 
findings. It is worth mentioning that Europe follow the ICNIRP guidelines which are relax in 
term of basic restrictions limits. But in other part of the world mostly follow FCC standard 
which are stricter in setting basic restrictions limits. Therefore, results are evaluated using two 
different averaging methods namely: 10 g (ICNIRP) and 1 g (FCC) as shown in Figure 5-5. 
When MIMO mobile handset antenna-1 (port 1) operates in standalone mode, relatively 
higher level of EM absorption noticed in lower frequency bands. In the literature, it has been 
found, generally increasing the ground plane size can reduce the EM absorption on human 
body [13, 23, 24]. But in this study, antenna-2 (port 2) of MIMO mobile handset is on far end, 
and facing jaw, and nose part of head model. Strangely maximum SAR from antenna-2 is 
higher than antenna-1 at 2.6 GHz band as shown in Figure 5-5 (b). Interestingly both antenna 




elements are excited from the middle of ground plane on either side of mobile handset as shown 
in Figure 5-1. 
  
(a)  (b)  
Figure 5-5. Standalone maximum SAR results in calling mode from a MIMO mobile handset 
antenna; (a) Maximum SAR exposure results in a 10 g cube with maximum limit is 2 Wkg-
1; (b) Maximum SAR in 1 g cube with maximum limit is 1.6 Wkg-1. 
SAR distribution resultant from exposure from antenna-1 and antenna-2 in standalone 
mode is represented in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7. One of the possible source of higher 
maximum SAR values is feeding point. Antenna-2 feeding point is very close to the top left 
cheek where the maximum SAR is observed at 2.6 GHz. Another important factor to consider 
is the gain of antenna elements and field distribution including E- and H-fields at different 
frequencies which results in different level of maximum SAR values. In addition, it has been 
noticed that the chassis mode of antenna-1 is stronger at low frequencies. But for antenna-2 
chassis mode is stronger at higher frequencies. Therefore, higher maximum SAR values are 
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Figure 5-6. Maximum SAR distribution in calling mode over 10 g cube from MIMO mobile 
handset antenna when operating in standalone mode at four frequency bands. 
Maximum SAR values are calculated in 10 g (as shown in Figure 5-6) and 1 g (as shown 
in Figure 5-7) cube due to different averaging method as mention before. In the case of 10 g 
cube averaging method, maximum SAR values found very close to basic restriction level. The 
highest maximum SAR values noticed at 1.9 GHz band which is 1.48 Wkg-1. It is worth 
mentioning that the basic restrictions limit for general public set by ICNIRP over 10 g cubes is 
2 Wkg-1 and the maximum SAR value at 1.9 GHz band is very close to that limit. 
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Figure 5-7. Maximum SAR distribution in calling mode over 1 g cube from MIMO mobile 
handset antenna when operating in standalone mode at four frequency bands. 
On the other hand when the SAR estimation is performed over 1 g cube, the absorption 
levels found much higher than the FCC basic restriction levels. The highest maximum SAR 
values are again noticed at 1.9 and 2.6 GHz band from antenna-1 and antenna-2 respectively. 
Identical SAR distribution behaviour of MIMO mobile handset antenna noticed when 
averaging performs over 1 g cube (as shown in Figure 5-7) in comparison with when averaging 
performs over 10 g cube (as shown in Figure 5-6). The estimated SAR values are 2.25 Wkg-1 
and 2.48 Wkg-1 at 1.9 GHz from antenna-1 and 2.6 GHz from antenna-2, correspondingly. The 




results indicates that maximum SAR (1g) values are above the FCC guidelines, which is in line 
with reference [20]. 
5.3.1.2 Standalone SAR in Body-Worn Configuration 
Standalone mode is further investigated in body-worn configuration. Flat phantoms 
have been used to simplify the SAR estimation from mobile handsets. These muscle equivalent 
phantoms are usually used to consider the mobile handset effects on trunk and limbs of human 
body. Due to the limitation of measurements in complex heterogeneous model, flat phantom 
become a better choice as preferred in international guidelines (IEEE-1528 std).  
In body-worn assessment configuration, flat phantom dimensions are set to 150 mm x 
364 mm x 398 mm (as shown in Figure 5-8) with two-third muscle-equivalent properties 
assigned to it.  The size of flat phantom is kept relatively larger due to bigger form factor of 
MIMO mobile handset. According to international standards and literature there is no minimum 
size requirement for flat phantom but size is usually set larger than mobile handset body in 
order to study the SAR performance. In one of recent studies body-worn case is assessed with 
225 mm x 150 mm x 150 mm flat phantom dimensions [18].  
 
Figure 5-8: Flat muscle-equivalent model with separation distance of 5 mm from MIMO 
mobile handset antenna with dimensions of 398 mm x 364 mm x 150 mm. 
 






Figure 5-9. Standalone maximum SAR results in body-worn mode from a MIMO mobile 
handset antenna; (a) Maximum SAR exposure results on 10 g cube with maximum limit is 2 
Wkg-1; (b) Maximum SAR on 1 g cube with maximum limit is 1.6 Wkg-1. 
In body-worn exposure scenario, the distance between MIMO mobile handset antenna 
and flat phantom is set to 5 mm corresponds to the worst body exposure scenario. Although in 
recent studies 3 mm distance is tested in body-worn case [18, 19]. But FCC standards define 
5-10 mm distance between the antenna and flat phantom when analysing hotspot mode or body 
worn case [17].  
When MIMO mobile handset set to operate in standalone mode in body-worn case, the 
EM absorption level on flat phantom from antenna-1 and antenna-2 is almost identical as 
shown in Figure 5-9. It can be seen maximum SAR values are significantly higher than the 
recommended limits and these findings are in line with reference [20]. It has been noticed that 
efficiency of both antennas hugely effected by the presence of flat phantom in near vicinity. 
The efficiency of both antennas reduces approximately by 60 %. 
It is quite evident from both calling mode and body-worn exposure that highest level 
of SAR values were found at lower frequencies (1.9 GHz) in majority of scenario except when 
1 g averaging performed at 2.6 GHz band from antenna-2. This difference is due to two 
different averaging methods used and also the gain of antenna wasn’t similar. It is worth 
mentioning that chassis mode almost has identical effect on flat phantom when MIMO mobile 
handset operates in standalone mode. However, the behaviour of chassis mode changes with 
human body shape (as noticed in calling mode exposure). 
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Figure 5-10. Maximum SAR distribution in body-worn mode over 10 g cube from MIMO 
mobile handset antenna when operating in standalone mode at four frequency bands. 
The maximum SAR distribution indicates that MIMO mobile handset antenna in 
standalone mode is vulnerable for health in the close proximity of human body as shown in 
Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11. When SAR estimation performed over 10 g and 1 g cube, EM 
absorption levels within the flat phantom found much higher than the basic restriction limits. 
It is also evident that maximum SAR is higher in body-worn case (flat phantom) as compared 
to calling mode scenario. 
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Figure 5-11. Maximum SAR distribution in body-worn mode over 1 g cube from MIMO 
mobile handset antenna when operating in standalone mode at four frequency bands. 
5.3.2 SAR Assessment on Simultaneous Mode 
Another mode of MIMO technology is simultaneous excitation mode or MIMO mode. 
The MIMO mode is completely different from SISO mode. In this mode multiple antennas 
operates simultaneously. The SAR assessment is performed when MIMO mobile handset 
antenna set to operates in simultaneous excitation mode. The SAR estimation is divided in two 
different configuration i.e. calling mode and body-worn exposure scenarios. 
5.3.2.1 Simultaneous SAR in Calling Mode 
In this assessment configuration, MIMO mobile handset antenna was placed next to the 
head model in calling mode similar to standalone calling mode configuration as shown in 




Figure 5-4. The MIMO mobile handset antenna set to operates in simultaneous excitation mode 
on four different frequency bands. SAR estimation was performed when both antennas of 
MIMO mobile handset operate simultaneously on same frequency band. The calculated 
maximum SAR values over 10 g cube was found lower than the maximum SAR values 
calculated over 1 g cube as shown in Figure 5-12. The maximum SAR values were also found 
much lower than the basic restriction limits. Highest maximum SAR values observed at 1.9 
GHz over both averaging methods (10 g and 1 g). These finding are in line what was reported 
in previous standalone calling mode exposure configuration. It is worth mentioning that 
maximum SAR value on 1 g cube was found much higher than the basic restriction level at 1.9 
GHz band. 
 
Figure 5-12. Maximum SAR results in calling mode from a MIMO mobile handset antenna 
in simultaneous excitation mode; Maximum SAR exposure results over 10 g and 1g cube 











   
 
(a) 1.9 GHz (b) 2.1 GHz (c) 2.45 GHz (d) 2.6 GHz 
Figure 5-13. Maximum SAR distribution in calling mode over 10 g cube from MIMO mobile 
handset antenna when operating in simultaneous excitation mode at four frequency bands. 
It has been noticed that when MIMO mobile handset operates in simultaneous mode 
power distributes among its antenna elements. So power distribution among ‘n’ antenna 
elements can be mathematically represented by: 
Pn = Rn Ptotal (Equation 5.1) 
Where Pn is the power in ‘n’ antenna element, Ptotal is the total power in the system, and Rn is 
a real constant with range between 0 ≤ Rn ≤ 1. Rn is dependent on the total power of system and 
can be calculated for each antenna elements by equation given below: 
 Rn = 
1
𝑁
 (Equation 5.2) 
Where N is the total number of antenna elements in the system.  
 





    
(a) 1.9 GHz (b) 2.1 GHz (c) 2.45 GHz (d) 2.6 GHz 
Figure 5-14. Maximum SAR distribution in calling mode over 1 g cube from MIMO mobile 
handset antenna when operating in simultaneous excitation mode at four frequency bands. 
On the other hand, in standalone mode each antenna element radiates separately with 
maximum power. Therefore, relatively less absorption noticed in simultaneous excitation 
mode. Figure 5-13 and Figure 5-14 shows maximum SAR distribution in simultaneous 
excitation mode. It was found that chassis mode plays crucial role in getting high maximum 
SAR values such as at 1.9 GHz band. H-field distribution is another important factor in getting 
higher SAR values. H-field on ground plane of MIMO mobile handset is a main source of 
inducing SAR. Due to strong chassis mode at 1.9 GHz band maximum SAR distribution is 
concentrated along the body of mobile handset which is causing highest absorption in terms of 
SAR values.      
5.3.2.2 Simultaneous SAR in Body-Worn Configuration 
In this assessment configuration body-worn exposure scenario is investigated on flat 
phantom, when MIMO mobile handset antenna operates in simultaneous excitation mode. The 
mobile handset antenna place 5 mm above the flat phantom as shown in Figure 5-8. The MIMO 
mobile handset antenna set to radiates at its maximum power levels and SAR values are then 
calculated as shown in Figure 5-15. Similar trend of SAR distribution observed on flat phantom 




in comparison with calling mode exposure scenario under same operating mode (MIMO 
mode). The highest maximum SAR values was found in lower frequency band i.e. 1.9 GHz 
and maximum SAR values follows the falling trend with increase in frequency.  
 
SAR estimation was performed on both 10 g and 1 g cube in order to compare the 
compliance with international standards. It was found that maximum SAR values over the 10 
g cube are very close but under the basic restriction limits for general public exposure set by 
ICNIRP as shown in Figure 5-15. On the other hand, maximum SAR values over 1 g cube at 
all four frequency bands were found higher than the maximum permissible limit set by the 
FCC. SAR distribution is almost identical from both antenna elements and evenly distributed 
when averaging performed over 10 g and 1 g cube. The EM absorption levels were found much 




Figure 5-15. Maximum SAR results in body-worn mode from a MIMO mobile handset 
antenna in simultaneous excitation mode; Maximum SAR exposure results over 10 g and 1 
g cube with maximum limits are 2 Wkg-1 and 1.6 Wkg-1, respectively. 








(a) 1.9 GHz (b) 2.1 GHz (c) 2.45 GHz (d) 2.6 GHz 
Figure 5-16. Maximum SAR distribution in body-worn mode over 10 g cube from MIMO 
mobile handset antenna when operating in simultaneous excitation mode at four frequency 
bands. 
 
    
(a) 1.9 GHz (b) 2.1 GHz (c) 2.45 GHz (d) 2.6 GHz 
Figure 5-17. Maximum SAR distribution in body-worn mode over 1 g cube from MIMO 
mobile handset antenna when operating in simultaneous excitation mode at four frequency 
bands. 
5.3.3 SAR Assessment on Beam Steering Mode 
In this section, concept of beam steering is realised on MIMO mobile handset antenna.  
Beam steering on MIMO technology is relatively quiet new concept [21]. For devices with two 
or more antenna elements operates on same frequency bands. The total E-field, thus SAR, is 
not only dependent on magnitude of energy absorption inside the body but also relies on the 
relative phases of signals transmitted from multiple antenna elements [25]. It is because the 




total E-field is a vector summation of individual E-fields from two or more antenna elements. 
In order to calculate SAR of such device (MIMO) with such configuration, SAR needs to 
evaluate at every relative phase combination of the antennas.  
In this assessment configuration, excessive exposure from MIMO mobile handset 
antenna in beam steering mode was realised by introducing relative phases among the antenna 
elements of MIMO device sweeping from 0 deg. to 360 deg. with 45 deg. phase step. The phase 
step kept larger to reduce the number of simulations. Moreover, this concept can only be valid 
in simultaneous excitation mode, when two or more MIMO antenna elements operate 
simultaneously on same frequency band. 
5.3.3.1 SAR Assessment in Calling Mode using Beam Steering 
The assessment configuration kept same used in previous two modes. MIMO mobile 
handset antenna place next to the left cheek as shown in Figure 5-4. The mobile handset set to 
operate in simultaneous excitation mode and 45 deg. phase shift is introduced at antenna-2 
while keeping the antenna-1 without any phase shift or 0 deg. phase shift. This type of 
configuration has considerable impact on SAR reduction and at the same time it could be a 
cause of higher SAR values.  
In the Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19, SAR values were estimated at 1.9 GHz and 2.1 
GHz band by employing above mentioned configuration. It was noticed that by introducing 
phase shift at antenn-2 maximum SAR values significantly reduce (as shown in Figure 5-18). 
Lowest SAR values obtained when 180 deg. phase shift introduced at 1.9 GHz band. Similarly, 
lowest SAR values were also observed when phase shift of approx. 135 deg. and 225 deg. 
introduced into the system at 2.1 GHz band (as shown in Figure 5-19). 
 





Figure 5-18. Maximum SAR values at 1.9 GHz band in calling mode with combination of 
relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
 
Figure 5-19. Maximum SAR values at 2.1 GHz band in calling mode with combination of 
relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
Similarly, when phase shift introduced at 2.45 GHz and 2.6 GHz band in calling mode 
highest maximum SAR values were identified at 180 deg. phase shift in both frequency bands 
as shown in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-21. It also worth mentioning that the lowest EM 
absorption found between 0 to 45 deg. and 315 to 360 deg. phase shift at previous mention 
frequency band. 





Figure 5-20. Maximum SAR values at 2.45 GHz band in calling mode with combination of 
relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
 
Figure 5-21. Maximum SAR values at 2.6 GHz band in calling mode with combination of 
relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
5.3.3.2 SAR Assessment in Body-Worn mode using Beam Steering 
In this test configuration, phase shift modulation scheme is investigated on flat phantom 
using MIMO mobile handset antenna. The mobile handset was set 5 mm away from the flat 
phantom with dimension shows in Figure 5-8. The MIMO mobile handset antenna set to 
operates in simultaneous excitation mode at previously mention frequency bands with its 




maximum power. 45 deg. phase shift was introduced at antenna-2 while keeping antenna-1 
unchanged. 
 
Figure 5-22. Maximum SAR values at 1.9 GHz band in body-worn mode with combination 
of relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
After introducing the phase shaft at 1.9 GHz and 2.1 GHz band, maximum SAR values 
follows the same pattern as noticed in calling mode exposure configuration when relative phase 
of 45 deg. introduced into the system (MIMO mobile handset antenna). At 1.9 GHz band, 
lowest SAR values observed when phase shift is 180 deg. and highest SAR values detected 
when phase shift is 45 and 315 deg.  (as shown in Figure 5-22). At 2.1 GHz band, lowest SAR 
values noticed when phase shift is 180 deg. in body-worn mode as shown in Figure 5-19. In 
comparison with calling mode configuration at same frequency band (2.1 GHz), lowest SAR 
values found at 135 and 225 deg. as shown in Figure 5-23.  
 





Figure 5-23. Maximum SAR values at 2.1 GHz band in body-worn mode with combination 
of relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
 Similarly, when phase shift of 135 and 225 deg. introduced at 2.45 GHz and 2.6 GHz 
band in body-worn mode, highest maximum SAR values observed on both frequency bands. 
At former frequency band (2.45 GHz) the change in maximum SAR values is very small or 
negligible between 0 to 360 deg. phase shifts as shown in Figure 5-24. In comparison with 
calling mode exposure configuration at 2.45 GHz band, maximum SAR values change abruptly 
between 0 to 360 deg. phase shifts (see Figure 5-20). At later frequency band (2.6 GHz), highest 
maximum SAR values in body-worn mode were observed when phase shift is 135 and 225 deg. 
as shown in Figure 5-25. Similar SAR values were also noticed at 2.6 GHz band in calling 
mode configuration on same angles i.e. 135 and 225 deg. (as shown in Figure 5-21). 





Figure 5-24. Maximum SAR values at 2.45 GHz band in body-worn mode with combination 
of relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
 
Figure 5-25. Maximum SAR values at 2.6 GHz band in body-worn mode with combination 
of relative phases of both antennas in simultaneous excitation mode when averaged over 1 g 
and 10 g cube. 
It is worth mentioning that comparatively lower SAR values observed in body-worn 
assessment configuration as compared to calling mode exposure scenario when relative phases 
were introduced in MIMO mobile handset antenna. The EM absorption levels in calling mode 
can reach approx. up to 2.5 Wkg-1 over 1 g cube which is almost twice higher than the basic 
restriction levels set by FCC for public. However, maximum SAR values found much lower 
than the basic restriction level provided by ICNIRP when averaging performed over 10 g cube. 




5.4 Comparison between Measurements and Simulations 
In this section, comparison were made between the simulated and measured 
transmission coefficient (S21) in order to validate the different MIMO configuration findings 
from previous sections. For this purpose, a monopole probe was designed in CST MWS. The 
monopole probe was designed using coaxial cable (RG402) to operate at 2.45 GHz band. The 
outer, dielectric and inner diameter of coaxial cable was 3.58, 2.97 and 0.91 mm respectively. 
The prototype of monopole probe and dimension are given in Figure 5-26. 
   
(a) Prototype (b) Side view (c) Top view 
Figure 5-26. Dimensions of monopole probe; where it radiates /4 wavelength at 2.45 GHz. 
The comparison between simulated and measured S-parameters are given in Figure 5-
27. The measured S-parameters indicates monopole probe operates between 2.1 GHz to 2.55 
GHz band which cover the WLAN band. All the S-parameters was calculated below -6 dB. 
The monopole probe radiate at /4 wavelength. After validating the probe, it was later used to 
scan the MIMO mobile handset antenna when operating at 2.45 GHz band in order to calculate 
S21 at different location on mobile handset antenna.  
In the experimental setup, S21was calculated by scanning the MIMO mobile handset 
antenna in far-field. The measurements were conducted in far-field due to the reason that 
proposed monopole probe doesn’t operate well in near-field due to its bad isolation with MIMO 
mobile handset antenna. Therefore, far-field measurements were conducted to validate the 
findings of this study. 
 





Figure 5-27. Comparison between simulated and measured S11 of E-field monopole probe 
when operating at 2.45 GHz. The S11 was calculated below -6 dB and covers frequency 
range between 2.1 to 2.55 GHz.  
 For this purpose, Rohde and Schwarz 24 port VNA was calibrated using electronic 
calibration kit in order to remove any error if there is any in the cables or system. One port of 
MIMO mobile handset antenna was connected with VNA and other port was terminated with 
50-ohm load. In this way MIMO mobile handset antenna SISO mode configuration was 
realised. The monopole probe was connected with other port of VNA. The probe was placed 
on automatic position system in order to scan the MIMO mobile handset antenna in number of 
steps. The experiment setup is shown in Figure 5-28. Similar configuration was used in 
simulation as shown in Figure 5-29 in order to do fare comparison. 









(a)  Front view (b) Prospective view 
Figure 5-29. Simulation setup of MIMO mobile handset antenna scanning using monopole 
probe; where the distance between the monopole probe and MIMO mobile handset was set 
to 10 cm. 
 




   
Figure 5-30. Comparison between simulated and measured S21 in far-field. S21 calculated 
at 17 different point on MIMO mobile handset; where 0 mm distance represents location at 
the centre of the MIMO mobile handset by keeping 10 cm distance between both probe and 
antenna.  
 The S21 was collected by moving the monopole probe in 10 mm steps on either side of 
MIMO mobile handset (positive x-axis and negative x-axis), where 0 mm distance represents 
the probe location at the centre of the MIMO mobile handset antenna. The calculated S21 in 
numerical simulations matches fairly well with measurements as shown in Figure 5-30. There 
was slight shift noticed in measurements which is due to very poor fabrication of monopole 
probe as can be seen in Figure 5-26. The monopole probe was fabricated with hands including 









5.5 Chapter Summary 
 In this chapter, specific absorption rate (SAR) assessment from MIMO mobile handset 
is investigated. The MIMO mobile handset has various operating mode such as standalone 
mode, simultaneous excitation mode and also new phase modulation schemes can be employed 
in order to achieve better signal strength and gain. The SAR estimation is performed at all three 
modes of MIMO mobile handset in three exposure configurations such as calling mode and 
body-worn case by setting the MIMO mobile handset at its maximum power. It was found that 
standalone mode produce higher SAR values as compared to simultaneous excitation mode. 
The maximum SAR values in standalone mode are significantly higher than the recommended 
limits and these findings are in line with reference [20]. The main source of higher SAR values 
is the fields around the feeding point in the standalone mode.  
On the other hand, H-fields distribution on ground plane is stronger in simultaneous 
excitation mode which is main source of SAR values in this mode. The phase modulation 
scheme predicts the lowest and highest SAR values can be achieved. It’s also worth mentioning 
that in most cases SAR values are much higher than the basic restriction levels set by 
international organisations such as International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation 
Protection (ICNIRP), Federal Communications Commission Office (FCC). Furthermore, CST 
Microwave Studio (MWS) also further validated by calculating the Transmission Coefficient 
(S21) between MIMO mobile handset and monopole probe, and fairly good agreement 
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With the enormous increase in internet users, demands for high data rate from wireless 
and portable devices dramatically increased from last few years. Wireless devices 
manufacturers are facing huge challenge how to overcome the global large bandwidth 
requirements. 4G mobile communication systems or formally called Long Term Evolution 
(LTE) enable systems operates under 6 GHz frequency band. There is well-established 
assessment guidelines for devices that operates under 6 GHz [1] and 10 GHz [2] to keep the 
exposure levels under the basic limits and to minimise the public concern about over exposures.  
5G wireless mobile communication systems expected to use frequency bands at 
millimetre waves (mmWs) range [3]. The mmW frequency band ranges from 30 GHz to 100 
GHz, which is a part of radio frequency (RF) spectrum. The possible use of these higher 
frequency bands impose new challenges in terms of EM exposure assessment. The mmW 
radiations are non-ionising and the major concern is heating of tissues at these frequencies. 
Due to lack of availability of assessment methods, governments currently rely on standards that 
developed before the exponential increase in use of wireless communication devices. 




Several attempts made in the past to investigate the effects of mmW exposure on human 
body. Majority of previous studies investigates the thermal effect caused by exposure from 
mmWs frequencies [4–8]. These studies uses different techniques such as thermocouple, 
magnetic resonance thermal imager and various analytical solutions to estimate the temperature 
variations within the human body. Theoretical analysis on the steady state temperature 
elevation using bioheat equation is also very challenging as it depends on many parameters 
such as thermal conductivity, blood flow, thermal and tissues thickness parameters. A complete 
literature review has been done in references [9–11], which provide basic knowledge about the 
mmWs behaviour in terms of transmission and reflection at the skin tissue interface and 
dielectric properties of skin are also provide over the wide frequency range. 
Due to the shallow penetration depth in biological material at mmW frequencies, most 
of the energy is absorbed within few millimetres of the skin. This makes challenging for 
conventional E-field probe to estimate EM absorption on skin surface. Therefore, SAR levels 
were found significantly higher in comparison with those at microwave frequencies with same 
incident power density (IPD) [9–11]. International guidelines providing agencies recommend 
to use power density (PD) as a basic restriction limit to reduce the excessive exposure at higher 
frequencies (above 6 [1] and 10 GHz [2]). But devices operating in near- or far-field do not 
take account for field distribution or power absorption in the tissues, they only consider density 
of power travelling towards the tissue [9]. Therefore, PD may not likely be useful as SAR or 
temperature for assessing safety at higher frequencies. 
In this chapter, numerical SAR assessment is performed on human head-equivalent 
cube models (HHECM) and human eye-equivalent cube models (HEECM) between 2 to 30 
GHz in order to find out how SAR can be used as useful in limiting the over exposure at mmWs. 
For this purpose EM wave penetration depth is used to identify the absorption levels with the 
help of SAR inside the body from the surface.  
6.2 Exposure Configuration 
 There is a well-established and well-accepted thermal heating effect due to the mmW 
exposure. The primary target, at mmWs, organs or biological tissues are human eyes and skin. 
Human skin thickness varies from 0.5 mm on eyelids to 4 mm on the heels of feet [10, 12]. 
Skin is the largest tissue among the other human tissues and organ. It is well understood that 




tissues with high concentration of water absorb more energy. Therefore, eyes and skin are 
major concern at mmW frequency range.  
For this purpose, single-layer (skin only), multi-layer (skin, fat and muscle) HHECM 
and HEECM was exposed with plane wave and SAR values were calculated. The IPD was set 
to 2.65 mWm-2 for all exposure scenarios. The exposure configuration of single- and multi-
layer model is shown in Figure 6-1.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6-1. Plane wave exposure configuration of (a) Single-layer skin-equivalent cube 
model (b) Multi-layer skin, fat and muscle-equivalent cube model. 
Dielectric properties of tissues such as dry- and wet-skin, fat and muscle were 
calculated over the wide frequency range from 2 GHz to 30 GHz using the Debye model. First 
order equation of Debye model is given below: 






 (Equation 6.1) 
All relaxation parameters of Debye model calculated based on curve fitting technique. 
The dielectric properties namely permittivity and conductivity graphs are presented in Appendix 
B, Figure B-1 and Figure B-2.  
6.3 Plane Wave Exposure Assessment of E-field absorption 
within Skin using SAR as a function of Frequency  
In this assessment configuration, dry- and wet-skin tissue dielectric properties was 
assigned to a single-layer HHECM in two separate cases. The HHECM was designed in CST 
microwave studio and the dimensions was set to 120 x 170 x 180 mm3 as sown in Figure 6-2.  





Figure 6-2. 3-D view of HHECM, where all dimensions are in mm. 
The model was exposed with plane wave (as shown in Figure 6-1 (a)) in free space at 
various frequencies (2 GHz, 6 GHz, 10 GHz, 12 GHz, 16 GHz, 20 GHz, 24 GHz, 28 GHz and 
30 GHz), where the E- and H-field components was aligned perpendicular and parallel to the 
cube model respectively. Standard boundary conditions was considered. The purpose of 
choosing cube volume was to investigate the EM absorption levels inside the model with 
respect to its surface. The cube SAR was numerically calculated and iterative computation on 
its central sub-volume was applied to calculate SAR values to assess the depth at which the 
wave have no longer effect on SAR performance. 
6.3.1 Comparisons of SAR levels on Dry-Skin and Wet-Skin 
After exposing the HHECM with plane wave resultant SAR values are compared in 
both dry- and wet-skin cases at previously mentioned frequencies. Initially SAR was 
numerically calculated in whole cube model then SAR values were also calculated in its sub-
volume (as shown in Figure 6-3) in order to investigate the EM waves penetration depth.  





Figure 6-3. Sub-volume dimensions of HHECM; where “d” is the variable distance from the 
cube surface, where all dimensions are in mm. 
SAR values were calculated in sub-volume after reducing the HHECM size by setting 
“d” 1 mm, 2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm and 50 mm from the surface of model from all sides. 
The size reduces from all sides in order to keep the consistency of thickness of human skin. 
Similar reduction method applied to rest five cases. 
 
Figure 6-4. Comparison of SAR values of dry- and wet-skin HHECM with its sub-volume 
resultant from plane wave exposure at 2 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph 
represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t 
exceed 50 mm from the HHECM surface. 
It is quite evident from Figure 6-4, there is clear difference among the EM absorption 
levels within the dry- and wet-skin cases. The WBSAR values of HHECM (no-reduction) and 
its sub-volume cases (when size reduced by considering “d” is 1 mm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm) are 
almost similar in both dry- and wet-skin cases, which is due to the deeper penetration of EM 




waves at 2 GHz. It means that EMFs absorbs not only on the surface of skin but deep inside 
the body. Approx. 57 % and 50 % energy absorbs within 20 mm of skin from the surface in 
dry- and wet cases correspondingly.  
Another important fact is less absorption noticed in wet-skin as compared to dry-skin 
exposure scenarios. It is usually noticed that when wet-skin exposed to EM waves, it absorbs 
more energy but the dry-skin has shown higher absorption levels at all frequency bands that 
are considered in this study. The possible reason behind this trend could be due to the very 
minor difference in dielectric properties.  
 
Figure 6-5. Comparison of SAR values of dry- and wet-skin HHECM with its sub-volume 
resultant from plane wave exposure at 6 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph 
represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t 
exceed 10 mm from the HHECM surface. 





Figure 6-6.Comparison of SAR values of dry- and wet-skin HHECM with its sub-volume 
resultant from plane wave exposure at 10 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis of 
graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this frequency 
doesn’t exceed 5 mm from the HHECM surface. 
EM waves penetration depth decrease quickly as frequency gradually increases as can 
be seen in Figure 6-5, Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7. The difference between the WBSAR values 
of HHECM (no-reduction case) at 6 GHz with its sub volume cases when box phantom size 
reduced by considering “d” is 1 mm and 2.5 mm, are within 20 % and 48 % respectively (as 
shown in Figure 6-5). Almost 50 % energy absorbed within the 2.5 mm of skin from surface 
and rest energy absorbs within 2.5 mm to 5 mm skin. The energy absorption within skin is 
negligible approaching to almost zero after 5 mm distance from skin surface to deep inside the 
HHECM. 
 





Figure 6-7. Comparison of SAR values of dry- and wet-skin HHECM with its sub-volume 
resultant from plane wave exposure at 12 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis of 
graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this frequency 
doesn’t exceed 5 mm from the HHECM surface. 
 At 10 and 12 GHz, 80 % and 90 % of energy absorbed within the 2.5 mm skin from 
surface, respectively (as shown in Figure 6-6 and Figure 6-7). The remaining 20 % and 10 % 
energy absorbs between 2.5 mm and 5 mm skin at both frequency bands correspondingly. On 
the other hand, energy absorption within the wet-skin shows the similar behaviour in 
comparison with dry-skin case. 
E-field values calculated based on the resulted SAR values in both dry- and wet-skin 
scenarios as shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9, respectively. It can be clearly seen that E-
field absorption levels are much higher and its penetration depth is deeper at lower frequencies 
(2 GHz). E-field absorption level and its penetration depth gradually decreases with the 
increase in frequency which is approx. zero at 10 mm distance from the surface of skin at 12 
GHz in both dry- and wet-skin cases (as shown in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9).  
The graph presented in Figure 6-16 represents the penetration of EM waves within the 
HHECM with respect to frequency. It can be clearly seen that EM absorption within the dry- 
and wet-skin equivalent cube model doesn’t exceed 5 mm at 12 GHz. Further simulations was 
conducted to investigate EM absorption levels on dry-skin only above 12 GHz. It was found 
that almost 100 percent of energy absorbs within 1.5 mm of skin from its surface above 16 
GHz. All the SAR values resultant from plane wave exposure at 12 GHz to 30 GHz are 
presented in Appendix B.  





Figure 6-8. E-field absorption within the dry-skin from surface to 50 mm deep inside the 
HHECM. 
 
Figure 6-9. E-field absorption within the wet-skin from surface to 50 mm deep inside the 
HHECM. 
  




6.4 Plane Wave Exposure Assessment of E-field absorption 
within Multi-Layer Model using SAR as a function of Frequency 
In this assessment configuration, three-layer dry-skin, fat and muscle-equivalent 
HHECM was exposed by plane wave source (as shown in Figure 6-1), where the E- and H-
field components was aligned perpendicular and parallel to the cube model respectively. 
Standard boundary conditions was applied. All tissue properties were produced using Debye 
first order relaxation model.  The choice of dry-skin instead wet-skin in multi-layered model 
was based on higher absorption levels observed when exposed with plane wave in single-layer 
HHECM.  
The multi-layer model has same dimensions as single-layer model as shown in Figure 
6-2. In this multi-layer configuration skin and fat thickness was set 4 mm and 25 mm, 
respectively and remaining cube was considered as muscle. The choice of thickness of skin, fat 
and muscle is based on data available in literature [13, 14].  The multi-layer model is composed 
of three cube. The outer most cube is skin, middle cube is fat and inner cube is muscle. The 
composition of three-layer model is shown in Figure 6-10.  
  
(a) Front view (b) Side view 
Figure 6-10. Dimensions of multi-layer HHECM; The outer, middle and inner cube 
represents skin, fat and muscle respectively, where all dimensions are in mm.  
 
6.4.1 Comparisons of SAR levels on Dry-Skin and Multi-layer Model 
After exposing the HHECM with plane wave resultant SAR values are compared in 
both dry-skin and multi-layered model at previously mentioned frequencies. Initially SAR was 
numerically calculated in whole cube model then SAR values were also calculated in its sub-




volume (as shown in Figure 6-3) in order to investigate the EM waves penetration depth. The 
SAR calculation method is exactly the same as performed in single-layer model. Due to huge 
number of mesh cells generated in this multi-layer configuration. Therefore, simulations were 
only conducted up to 12 GHz.  
SAR values were also calculated in its sub-volume same as single-layer exposure 
configuration, sub-volume size achieved by reducing the HHECM size by considering “d” is 1 
mm, 2.5 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, 20 mm and 50 mm from the surface of model from all sides. The 
size reduces from all sides in order to keep the consistency of thickness of human skin. Similar 
reduction method applied to rest five cases. Higher SAR values are observed in dry-skin as 
compared to multi-layer model as shown in Figure 6-11.  
 
Figure 6-11.Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin and multi-layer HHECM with its sub-
volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 2 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis 
of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this 
frequency doesn’t exceed 50 mm from the HHECM surface. 
It is understandable that single-layer skin equivalent exposure cases has shown slightly 
over estimated SAR values as compared to multi-layer cases. But interestingly multi-layer 
model has shown higher absorption levels in 20 mm and 50 mm reduction cases. The EMFs 
absorption level at 20 mm distance from surface of skin is approx. 77 % and 57 % in multi-
layer model and dry-skin respectively. It is worth mentioning theoretically penetration depth 
of EM waves in multi-layer model is higher. Therefore, absorption levels are significantly 
higher as compared to dry-skin at 2 GHz. 




EM absorption levels are significantly higher in multi-layer model and in its sub-
volume as compared to dry-skin cases at 6 GHz (as shown in Figure 6-12). Approx. 10 – 20 % 
higher SAR values noticed in multi-layer model and in its sub-volume in comparison with dry-
skin. In multi-layer model approx. 50 % and 20 % of energy absorbs within 2.5 mm and 10 
mm cases from its surface correspondingly. 
 
Figure 6-12.Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin and multi-layer HHECM with its sub-
volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 6 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-axis 
of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this 
frequency doesn’t exceed 20 mm from the HHECM surface. 
 At 10 and 12 GHz, approx. 57 % and 48 % energy absorbs within 1 mm from the surface 
of multi-layer model respectively (as shown in Figure 6-13 and Figure 6-14). It can be clearly 
seen that at both frequencies more than 90 % of energy absorbs within 2.5 mm of multilayer 
model and similar behaviour noticed in dry-skin. It is worth mentioning that above 2 GHz 
higher SAR values found in multi-layer model as compared to single-layer model.  
This could be the reason why international guidelines providing organisation such as 
FCC/ IEEE/ ICNIRP emphasis to use dielectric properties for homogenous model that can 
provide slightly over estimated SAR values as compared to heterogeneous model. Moreover, 
this finding is in line with the reference [6, 8, 9], where higher level of temperature variation 
observed in multi-layer models as compared to single-layer model at 60 GHz. So it can be 
concluded that as you go higher in the frequency homogenous models may not be suitable for 
SAR assessments or in other words for temperature variations. Multilayer models might be the 
only option left to consider to accurately assess the EM absorption levels either using by SAR 
or temperature variation. 





Figure 6-13.Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin and multi-layer box phantom with its sub-
volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 10 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-
axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this 
frequency doesn’t exceed 10 mm from the HHECM surface. 
 
Figure 6-14.Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin and multi-layer box phantom with its sub-
volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 12 GHz, where no-reduction key word on x-
axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It can be seen that the wave at this 
frequency doesn’t exceed 5 mm from the HHECM surface. 
E-field values calculated based on the resulted SAR values in multi-layer model as 
shown in Figure 6-15. It can be clearly seen that E-field absorption levels are much higher and 
its penetration depth is deeper at lower frequencies (2 GHz). E-field absorption levels reaches 
to 0 mV/m at 20 mm distance from the surface of HHECM at 12 GHz. The graph presented in 
Figure 6-16 represents the penetration of EM waves within the HHECM with respect to 
frequency. It can be clearly seen that EM absorption within multi-layer HHECM is much higher 




between 2 to 10 GHz as compared to dry- and wet-skin equivalent cube model. But 
interestingly EM absorption levels in both exposure configuration doesn’t exceed 5 mm at 12 
GHz. 
 
Figure 6-15. E-field absorption within the multi-layer model (dry-skin, fat, muscle) from 
surface to 50 mm deep inside the HHECM.  
 
 
Figure 6-16. Comparison of maximum penetration depth of EM waves within dry- and 
wet-skin equivalent HHECM and multi-layer HHECM from its surface. 




6.5 Plane Wave Exposure Assessment of E-field absorption 
within Eye using SAR as a function of Frequency 
 In this assessment configuration, HEECM was exposed with plane wave source in free 
space, where the E- and H-field components was aligned perpendicular and parallel to the cube 
model respectively. The HEECM dimensions was set to 24 mm3 [20, 21] and standard 
boundary condition was applied. The cube model is composed of two tissue layers i.e. outer 
and inner layers. The outer layer thickness was set to 1 mm3 and cornea tissue properties was 
assigned to it. Similarly inner layer thickness was set to 23 mm3 and vitreous humor tissue 
properties was assigned to it (as shown in Figure 6-17. The electrical properties of both tissues 
calculated using Debye first order relaxation model.  
 
Figure 6-17. HEECM composition with its dimensions.  
6.5.1 Comparisons of SAR levels on HEECM and Multi-layer Model 
 The SAR values are calculated in both HEECM and multi-layered model (size 
normalised to HEECM equivalent) between 10 GHz to 30 GHz. Initially SAR was numerically 
calculated in whole cube model then SAR values were also calculated in its sub-volume (as 
shown in Figure 6-3) in order to investigate the EM waves penetration depth. The SAR 
calculation method is exactly the same as performed in previous sections. Simulations were 
only conducted up to 30 GHz due to fact that penetration depth of EM waves is within 2.5 mm 
of distance from its surface in the case of HEECM. The SAR results at 30 GHz are discussed 
in next section and results from 10 GHz to 28 GHz are presented in Appendix B. Due to fact 
that same phenomenon of penetration depth noticed as discussed in previous sections. 




 SAR values were also calculated in HEECM and multi-layer model (HEECM 
equivalent) sub-volumes same as single-layer and multi-layer exposure configuration. At 30 
GHz, it can be clearly seen that approx. 95 % and 90 % of energy absorbs with 1 mm from the 
surface of HEECM and multi-layer model respectively (as shown in Figure 6-18). It was 
initially assumed that HEECM will show the higher SAR values as compared to multi-layer 
model due to the fact that eye tissues have high concentration of water. Interestingly multi-
layer model shows higher SAR values as compared to HEECM. There were some higher SAR 
values found deep inside the multi-layer model at 5 mm and 10 mm distance from its surface. 
This is due to the fact that at 30 GHz huge number of mesh cells are required to improve the 
accuracy of SAR estimation.     
 
Figure 6-18. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 30 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 
can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t exceed 2 mm or less from the HEECM 
surface. 
  In addition, maximum SAR values were also calculated in both HEECM and multi-
layer model between 10 to 30 GHz frequency ranges (as shown in Figure 6-19). Due to the 
shallow penetration depth of EM waves and small size of human eye (human eye weights 14 
g), maximum SAR values were averaged over 0.1 g cube instead of 1 or 10 g cube. There is 
approx. 33 % and 10 % higher maximum SAR values found in eye and multi-layer model 
respectively at 10 GHz as compared to 30 GHz. It is worth mentioning that maximum SAR 
values between 16 to 30 GHz found 3 to 5 % higher in multi-layer model in comparison with 
eye.   





Figure 6-19. Comparison of maximum SAR values between HEECM and multi-layer model 
(size normalised to HEECM equivalent) resultant from plane wave exposure. The maximum 
SAR values calculated in 0.1 g cube. 
 
 
Figure 6-20. E-field absorption within the eye from surface to 50 mm deep inside the 
HEECM. 
E-field values calculated based on the resulted SAR values in eye as shown in Figure 
6-20. It can be clearly seen that E-field absorption levels are much higher and its penetration 
depth is deeper at lower frequencies (10 GHz). E-field absorption level gradually decreases 
with the increase in frequency which is approx. 2 mV/m at 10 mm distance from the surface of 




HEECM at 30 GHz. The graph presented in Figure 6-21 represents the penetration of EM 
waves within the HEECM with respect to frequency. It can be clearly seen that between 16 
GHz to 30 GHz the penetration depth EM waves is within 2 to 3 mm from the surface of 
HEECM. 
 
Figure 6-21. Maximum penetration depth of EM waves within eye from the surface of 
HEECM. 
 However, it has been previously mentioned that present regulations at mmWs provide 
safety limits in term of IPD. But without providing any specific methodologies and evaluations 
guidelines for exposure under near-field configurations. In this chapter, a method is provided 
to calculate the SAR within few millimetre of biological material. Recently an empirical 
method is provide in reference [22] to calculate IPD using the SAR and penetration depth. The 
equation for IPD calculation is given below [22]: 
IPD [W/m2] = 
..𝑆𝐴𝑅 (0)
2.(1−||2) 
 (Equation 6.1) 
Where “” is the mass density, “” is the penetration depth, SAR (0) is the SAR at the skin 
surface and “” is the reflection coefficient. 
 The numerical technique is presented in this chapter to calculate SAR (within few 
millimetre of any biological material) and penetration depth which can be very useful in 




predicting IPD levels with some accuracy.  It is worth mentioning that SAR assessment at the 
surface of any biological material is extremely difficult and challenging due to the cube 
averaging method.   
6.7 Chapter Summary 
 This chapter presents the review on current understanding of the biological effects 
caused by exposure from mmW frequencies. International guidelines providing agencies 
recommend to use power density (PD) as a basic restriction threshold to limit the human body 
excessive exposure above 6 and 10 GHz for Federal Communications Commission Office 
(FCC) and International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), 
respectively. The difficulty is how SAR can be applicable when average volume is different 
and also due to the shallow penetration depth at mmWs. For the purpose of understanding SAR 
assessment is performed numerically from 2 to 30 GHz in single- and multi-layer human head-
equivalent cube model (HHECM), and human eye-equivalent cube model (HEECM) in order 
to investigate penetration depth using SAR and the absorption levels within few millimetre 
from the surface of exposed biological material.  
HHECM and HEECM was exposed with plane wave and incident power density (IPD) 
was set to 2.65 mWm-2 in all exposure scenarios. SAR values are also calculated in its sub-
volume domain to investigate the depth at which the EM waves have no longer effect on SAR 
estimation in both homogenous and heterogeneous cases. It is concluded that approximately 
90 % of energy absorbs within 1 mm of skin above 30 GHz in homogenous cases. It is worth 
mentioning that multi-layer model (size normalised to HEECM) has shown higher SAR values 
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In this thesis, numerical dosimetry techniques have been used to investigate the 
interaction of EMFs with sample of population. The outcome of these will provide insight and 
guidance to the experimental studies.   
Dielectric properties of biological tissues play a vital role in determining the absorption 
levels within the human body after the exposure from EM waves.  For this purpose, novel age- 
and frequency- dependent (AFD) technique has been developed and validated against the 
available online source data. The curve fitting techniques has been used and applied in three 
different methods on the available animals measured data to predict the best fit dielectric 
properties for humans of various age groups. This method is capable of differentiating tissue 
properties based on frequency (0.4 to 10 GHz) and age (5 to 22 years old human). The Cole-
Cole relaxation parameters has been also generated for all tissue type and very good agreement 
achieved with relaxation parameters of measured data of animals.  
The new age-dependent techniques allow to increase the accuracy of specific absorption 
rate (SAR) assessment. EM wave’s exposure from state of art wireless devices such as smart 
meters (SMs), MIMO mobile handset, and 5G devices has been investigated in detail. The RF 




electromagnetic fields (EMFs) exposure from SM devices were assessed in both near-and far-
fields exposure configurations. SM antenna’s and plane wave source was used for the near-
field and far field assessments respectively. Voxel based human models of three different age 
groups were used for this purpose to determine the induced whole-body averaged and 
maximum (10 g-averaged) SAR distributions due to exposure to radio signals emitted by SM 
devices. The SAR profiles have been assessed for 24 different scenarios including standing and 
sleeping position, when exposed from various distances from the signal source.  
Numerical simulations were carried out using validated, and peer reviewed 
computation tools based on finite integration technique (FIT), and through comparisons with 
similar configurations with earlier work. Simulations have shown that all exposure cases have 
produced whole-body specific absorption rate (WBSAR) and maximum SAR values well 
below the exposure guideline limits, despite the overestimated emitted powers, and the fact 
that continuous waves were used rather than the realistic shorter duration sessions. Results have 
also shown that the energy deposition was distributed differently depending on the model 
(dimensions as well as anatomical and dielectric differences), frequency and exposure setup. 
Relatively higher maximum SAR values have been observed when models exposed 
with SM antenna at 868 MHz and 2.45 GHz band in standing position or in sleeping position. 
Higher SAR values have been observed when child model exposed under various scenarios in 
comparison with adult models, due to the difference in the dielectric properties and the mass 
densities. This is in line with the observations reported in reference [1]. Moreover, E-field and 
PDs were also calculated in all exposure scenarios and compared with measured data [2]. The 
SAR levels were predicted based on power density (PD) levels observed in measurement by 
normalising the simulation results. SAR levels were found to be very low in comparison with 
the basic restriction levels advised by ICNIRP to protect human health. Similar observations 
were found in reference [3], where the exposure level from the source was much less than that 
resulting from mobile phone usage. 
Similarly, the EM exposure from MIMO mobile handset antenna has been also 
evaluated. In the recent past, many attempts have been made to investigate the performance of 
MIMO antennas in mobile handset. But generally studies restrict to simple antenna designs and 
assessment techniques. Nevertheless, some studies have been very good in providing 
knowledge of ground variation effect in terms of SAR.  




In this MIMO study, relatively new assessment configuration have been employed to 
analyse the SAR performance of MIMO mobile handset antenna. To serve this purpose, three 
different exposure scenarios have been examined in this thesis. Due to the various operating 
modes of MIMO antennas for mobile handset, it is very important to investigate all modes with 
improved techniques. MIMO mobile handset three basic modes investigated in two exposure 
scenarios i.e. body worn and calling mode scenarios. The calling mode scenarios are further 
classified in two exposure scenarios in order to satisfy the different international guidelines 
assessment requirement. Male human head model was used in SAR evaluation from MIMO 
mobile handset. 
Numerical simulations were conducted using the human head models under various 
exposure scenarios. Two-third muscle-equivalent tissue properties were assigned to male 
model due to the fact that it is having the similar effect as the compared to heterogeneous 
models and found more suitable as it provide slight over estimation which is in line with IEEE-
1528 [4] recommendations. The international guidelines especially IEEE-1528 also supports 
to use single layer model in SAR testing as it reduces the complication in measurements. The 
SAR evaluation was performed on four frequency bands namely: 1.9, 2.1, 2.45 and 2.6 GHz.  
Comparing the maximum SAR values of MIMO mobile handset antennas from 
international guidelines, relatively very high values has been observed. The basic restriction 
levels exceed in most cases when MIMO mobile handset antenna operates in standalone mode 
under various configurations. Moreover, the beam steering concept indicates the worst possible 
maximum SAR absorption configuration but at the same time it also provides the better 
techniques to reduce the absorption significantly.  
Due to the higher SAR absorption levels in standalone and beam steering operating 
modes in both body worn and calling mode cases. The maximum SAR values resultant from 
MIMO mobile handset exposure were found slightly on higher side in comparison with basic 
restriction levels set by International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection 
(ICNIRP) and Federal Communications Commission Office (FCC) to protect human health. 
Moreover, CST Microwave Studio (MWS) was further validated by calculating the S21 
between MIMO mobile handset and monopole probe in simulation and compared with 
measured S21, and fairly good agreement achieved between simulation and measurements. 




International guidelines providing agencies recommend to use power density (PD) as a 
basic restriction threshold to limit the human body excessive exposure above 6 and 10 GHz for 
FCC and ICNIRP, respectively. The difficulty is how SAR can be applicable when average 
volume is different and also due to the shallow penetration depth at mmWs. Therefore, SAR 
distribution was evaluated on human head- and eye-equivalent cube models in homogenous 
and heterogeneous scenarios in order to investigate the absorption levels deep inside the body 
from the surface of biological material. For this purpose, human head-equivalent cube model 
(HHECM) and human eye-equivalent cube model (HEECM) was exposed with plane wave 
and incident PD was set to 2.65 mWm-2 in all exposure scenarios. SAR values were also 
calculated in its sub-volume domain to investigate the depth at which the EM waves have no 
longer effect on SAR estimation in both homogenous and heterogeneous cases. 
7.2 Key Contributions  
The major contributions in this thesis are detailed as follows: 
 Novel AFD methods include Cole-Cole model based parameters were also proposed in 
order to calculate dielectric properties of biological tissues, which was later used in SM 
study to enhance the accuracy in SAR assessment. 
 SAR distribution on sample of population was assessed in 24 different SM exposure 
configurations by using state of art SM wireless device antenna which will be used in 
real SMs. Both standing and sleeping exposure scenarios were evaluated in near- and 
far-fields at two different frequencies. The numerical simulations were validated by 
comparing the simulated and measured PDs levels. 
 SAR distribution on voxel-based head model (NORMAN) was assessed in two 
different MIMO mobile handset configurations (calling and body worn cases). Three 
different operating modes of MIMO system studied in detail and recommendations 
provided which can be helpful in designing antenna with lower SAR levels. The 
outcome of numerical simulations were validated by comparing the simulated and 
measured S21 parameters by developing monopole sensor which act as a receiver. 
 Demonstrated the use of SAR distribution on HHECM and HEECM in far-fields to 
identify SAR values within few millimetre of biological material and the penetration 
depth of EM waves at mmWs. It was concluded that approximately 90 % of energy 
absorbs with 1 mm of skin above 30 GHz. 




7.3 Future Work 
 The work presented in this thesis covers a small but important part of this area. In the 
light of drawn conclusion and limitations of the work presented, further research could be 
carried out in the following aspects: 
Numerical Modelling of Human Body 
 High resolution (less than 2 mm) voxel based models are require to further investigate 
the absorption levels within the human body with more realistic exposure configuration 
for SMs and MIMO systems in order to increase the accuracy of energy absorption 
levels where more than one system are working in near proximity of human body. 
Animal data for Age-dependent Tissue Properties 
 At present, animal dielectric data with respect to their weight is available in very small 
quantities and for very few tissue types. In order to calculate dielectric tissue properties 
with respect to age new weight based data about all animal tissue types are required to 
further apply the novel ag-dependent method to produce age-dependent tissue 
properties of provide age groups. 
 Similarly, after the availability of dielectric data about all tissues properties of animal 
it is then possible to further apply this novel method to predict the data available in 
literature about the dielectric tissue properties belongs from which age group. 
Complex MIMO Configurations  
 Numerical dosimetry can be further investigated with more complex and realistic 
MIMO configurations on sample of population which provide deep analysis how this 
technology behaves in term of energy exposure levels with different age groups by 
considering the fact there is a huge impact of changing the position of mobile terminal.  
Assessment method beyond 10 GHz 
 New averaging method is required to validate SAR assessment at higher frequency as 
PD doesn’t take account of penetration depth. 
 New 5G technology may impose new challenges in assessment due to inclusion of one 
or more AP such as transmitter and receiver in near vicinity of human body. 
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Table A-1. Dielectric properties of 40 different tissue types assigned to NAOMI at 868 
MHz and 2450 MHz, where the dielectric data is chosen from various sources to improve 
accuracy of assessment. 
Tissue 
Types 























1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0 
IFAC 
Bile 70.3 1.83 68.4 2.79 928 IFAC 
Blood 61.5 1.52 58.3 2.54 1050 IFAC 
Bone 
cancellous 




12.5 0.14 11.4 0.39 1908 
IFAC 
Brain 46.0 0.76 42.6 1.49 1043 IFAC 
Breast fat 




Cartilage 42.8 0.77 38.8 1.75 1100 IFAC 
Cerebrospi
nal fluid 
68.7 2.40 66.3 3.45 1007 
IFAC 
duodenum 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1030 IFAC 
Eye lens 46.6 0.78 44.6 1.50 1076 IFAC 
Eye sclera 55.4 1.15 52.6 2.03 1032 IFAC 
Fallopian 
ovaries 
50.7 1.27 44.7 2.26 1048 
IFAC 
Fat 5.5 0.05 5.3 0.10 911 IFAC 
Gall 
bladder 




60.1 1.21 54.8 2.25 1081 
IFAC 
kidney 59.0 1.37 52.8 2.42 1066 IFAC 




59.7 2.15 54.4 3.17 1000 
IFAC 
Lunch 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1088 IFAC 
Lung 22.1 0.45 20.5 0.80 394 IFAC 
Muscle 55.1 0.93 52.7 1.73 1090 IFAC 
Oesophagu
s 
65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1040 
IFAC 





Skin 41.6 0.86 38.0 1.46 1109 IFAC 
Small 
intestine 




32.6 0.56 30.2 1.09 1075 
IFAC 
Spleen 57.4 1.26 52.5 2.05 1089 IFAC 
Stomach 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1088 IFAC 
Tendon 45.9 0.71 43.1 1.68 1142 IFAC 
Thymus 59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1023 IFAC 
Thyroid 
gland 









59.2 1.25 18.0 0.68 1035 
IFAC 
Urine 
68.7 2.01 67.8 2.83 1035 
Peyman 
(2012) 
Uterus 61.2 1.26 57.8 2.24 1105 IFAC 
Vagina 50.7 1.27 44.7 2.24 1048 IFAC 
Vitreous 
Humour 
68.9 1.63 68.2 2.47 1005 
IFAC 
 
Table A-2. Dielectric properties of 38 different tissue types assigned to NORMAN at 868 
MHz and 2450 MHz, where the dielectric data is chosen from various sources to improve 
the accuracy of the assessment. 
Tissue Types 


















1.0 0.00 1.0 0.00 1 IFAC 
Background 1.0 0.00 1.0 0.00 0 IFAC 
Bile 70.3 1.83 68.4 2.79 928 IFAC 
Blood 61.5 1.52 58.3 2.54 1050 IFAC 
Bone 
cancellous 
20.9 0.33 18.6 0.80 1178 IFAC 
Bone cortical 12.5 0.14 11.4 0.39 1908 IFAC 
Brain 45.9 0.76 42.6 1.49 1046 IFAC 






68.7 2.40 66.3 3.45 1007 IFAC 
Duodenum 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1030 IFAC 
Eye lens 46.6 0.78 44.6 1.50 1076 IFAC 
Eye sclera 55.4 1.15 52.6 2.03 1032 IFAC 
Fat 5.5 0.05 5.3 0.10 911 IFAC 





Heart muscle 60.1 1.21 54.8 2.25 1081 IFAC 
kidney 59.0 1.37 52.8 2.42 1066 IFAC 
Liver 47.0 0.80 43.1 1.70 1079 IFAC 
Lower Large 
Intestine 
59.7 2.15 54.4 3.17 1000 IFAC 
Lunch 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1088 IFAC 
Lung 22.1 0.45 20.5 0.80 394 IFAC 
Muscle 55.1 0.93 52.7 1.73 1090 IFAC 
Oesophagus 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1040 IFAC 
Pancreas 59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1087 IFAC 
Prostate 60.7 1.20 57.6 2.16 1045 IFAC 
Skin 41.6 0.86 38.0 1.46 1109 IFAC 
Small 
Intestine 
59.7 2.15 54.4 3.17 1030 IFAC 
Spinal cord 32.6 0.56 30.2 1.09 1075 IFAC 
Spleen 57.4 1.26 52.5 2.05 1089 IFAC 
Stomach 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1088 IFAC 
Tendon 45.9 0.71 43.1 1.68 1142 IFAC 
Testis 60.7 1.20 57.6 2.16 1082 IFAC 
Thymus 59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1023 IFAC 
Thyroid 
gland 
59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1050 IFAC 
Upper Large 
Intestine 
59.7 2.15 54.4 3.17 1000 IFAC 
Urinary 
bladder 
59.2 1.25 18.0 0.68 1035 IFAC 





68.9 1.63 68.2 2.47 1005 IFAC 
 
Table A-3. Dielectric properties of 75 different tissue types of Eartha at 868 MHz and 2450 
MHz, where the dielectric data is chosen from various sources for accurate assessment 
























50.5 1.00 48.2 1.77 1028 Adrenals IFAC 





Artery 61.5 1.52 58.3 2.54 1050 Blood IFAC 
Bladder 59.2 1.25 18.0 0.68 1035 Bladder IFAC 
Blood vessel 61.5 1.52 58.3 2.54 1050 Blood IFAC 
























Bronchi 42.1 0.76 39.7 1.45 1102 Bronchi IT’IS 
Bronchi 
lumen 




Cartilage 42.8 0.77 38.8 1.75 1100 Cartilage IFAC 




CSF 68.7 2.40 66.3 3.45 1007 CSF IFAC 
Commissura 
anterior 


















Cornea 54.5 1.07 51.6 3.54 1051 Cornea IE21P 






42.8 0.77 38.8 1.75 1100 Cartilage IFAC 
Ear skin 45.50 0.79 42.2 1.64 1109 Skin IE21P 
Eye lens 46.6 0.78 44.6 1.50 1076 Eye Lens IT’IS 












Fat 14.0 0.23 13.3 0.46 911 Fat IE21P 
















44.6 0.86 41.8 1.49 1043 Brain IE21P 














































Larynx 42.8 0.77 38.8 1.75 1100 Larynx IT’IS 
Liver 47.0 0.80 43.1 1.70 1079 Liver IFAC 
Lung 22.1 0.45 20.5 0.80 394 Lung IFAC 
Mandible 12.5 0.14 11.4 0.39 1908 Mandible IT’IS 










Meniscus 42.8 0.76 38.8 1.76 1100 Meniscus IT’IS 
Midbrain 49.7 1.25 44.8 2.10 1046 Midbrain IT’IS 
Mucosa 55.1 0.93 52.7 1.74 1102 Mucosa IT’IS 
Muscle 55.1 0.9 52.7 1.7 1090 muscle IFAC 
Nerve 32.6 0.56 30.1 1.09 1075 Nerve IT’IS 














Pancreas 59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1087 Pancreas IFAC 
Patella 45.9 0.71 43.1 1.68 1142 Tendon IFAC 
Pharynx 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 1 Pharynx IT’IS 




Pons 49.7 1.25 44.8 2.10 1046 Pons IT’IS 
SAT(Subcut
aneous Fat) 




Skin 45.50 0.79 42.2 1.64 1079 Skin IE21P 






















Spleen 57.4 1.26 52.5 2.05 1089 Spleen IFAC 
Stomach 65.2 1.17 62.2 2.20 1088 Stomach IFAC 
Stomach 
lumen 
55.1 0.93 52.7 1.74 1045 Stomach IT’IS 







45.9 0.71 43.1 1.68 1142 Tendon IFAC 
Thalamus 52.9 0.92 48.9 1.81 1045 Thalamus IT’IS 
Thymus 59.8 1.03 57.2 1.96 1023 Thymus IFAC 
Tongue 54.2 1.03 50.9 2.01 1090 Tongue IT’IS 
Trachea 42.1 0.76 39.7 1.45 1080 Trachea IT’IS 
Trachea 
lumen 










Uterus 61.2 1.26 57.8 2.25 1105 Uterus IT’IS 
Vagina 59.7 2.15 54.4 3.17 1088 Vagina IT’IS 
Vein 61.5 1.52 58.3 2.54 1050 Blood IFAC 







Figure A-1. Comparison between age-dependent properties of bone marrow 30% tissue with 
online sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 







Figure A-2. Comparison between age-dependent properties of bone marrow 50% tissue with 
online sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 
comparing with [20] as shown in Table 3-4 and also confirms by this method 
 
 
Figure A-3. Comparison between age-dependent properties of cornea tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 10 kg pig when 







Figure A-4. Comparison between age-dependent properties of dura tissue with online sources 
[2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when comparing with 
[20] as shown in Table 3-4 and also confirms by this method. 
 
 
Figure A-5. Comparison between age-dependent properties of gray matter tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 50 kg pig when 







Figure A-6. Age-dependent properties of intervertebral disc centre. Due to lack of 
availability of online source data comparison is not available of this tissue.   
 
 
Figure A-7. Comparison between age-dependent properties of intervertebral disc tissue with 
online sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 







Figure A-8. Comparison between age-dependent properties of long bone tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 




Figure A-9. Comparison between age-dependent properties of skin tissue with online sources 
[2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 50 kg pig when comparing with 







Figure A-10. Comparison between age-dependent properties of skull tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 
comparing with [20] as shown in Table 3-4 and also confirms by this method. 
 
 
Figure A-11. Comparison between age-dependent properties of spinal cord tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 50 kg pig when 







Figure A-12. Comparison between age-dependent properties of tongue tissue with online 
sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 250 kg pig when 
comparing with [20] as shown in Table 3-4 and also confirms by this method. 
 
 
Figure A-13. Comparison between age-dependent properties of white matter tissue with 
online sources [2, 3], Online sources dielectric properties well match with 10 kg pig when 








Figure B-1. Debye model fitted permittivity values of dry- and wet-skin, fat, muscle, cornea, 
vitreous humor. 
 






Figure B-3. Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin equivalent HHECM with its sub-
volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 16 GHz. 
 
 
Figure B-4. Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin equivalent HHECM with its sub-







Figure B-5. Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin equivalent HHECM with its sub-




Figure B-6. Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin equivalent HHECM with its sub-







Figure B-7. Comparison of SAR values of dry-skin HHECM with its sub-volume resultant 
from plane wave exposure at 30 GHz. 
 
 
Figure B-8. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 10 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 







Figure B-9. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 12 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 
can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t exceed 5 mm from the HEECM surface. 
 
 
Figure B-10. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 16 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 







Figure B-11. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 20 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 
can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t exceed 2.5 mm from the HEECM surface. 
 
 
Figure B-12. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 24 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 







Figure B-13. Comparison of SAR values of HEECM and multi-layer model (size normalised 
to HEECM equivalent) with its sub-volume resultant from plane wave exposure at 28 GHz, 
where no-reduction key word on x-axis of graph represents the SAR in whole cube volume. It 
can be seen that the wave at this frequency doesn’t exceed 2.5 mm from the HEECM surface. 
 
 
